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ABSTRACT 
SELF-EXPRESSED CONDITIONS, EXPECTATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND 
EXPERIENCES OF THE ROSEBUD SIOUX IN THE WINNER, SOUTH DAKOTA, 
AREA THAT ARE OFFERED AS REASONS INDIVIDUALS OR HOUSEHOLDS DO 
NOT PARTICIPATE IN LOCAL CHURCHES  
by 
Ross Slade Reinhiller 
This dissertation repeats the survey used by the founders of the Willow Creek 
Community Church (South Barrington, Illinois) and adapted by Robert Gail Stoddard of 
Rainelle, West Virginia. The survey was conducted in the townships of Ideal and Lamro 
and the city of Winner, South Dakota, among the Rosebud Sioux Tribal members 
ascertaining self-expressed reasons for nonchurch participation. This study interviewed 
103 people in ninety-seven households.  
This survey identified different conditions and expectations among the 
participants according to both age and gender. Among the elderly, chronic health 
concerns were the major reason for nonparticipation in local churches. The primary 
reason for nonparticipation among the fifty to sixty-nine-year-olds was the issue of 
prejudice. This prejudice is both historic and current and results in disillusionment and 
disaffectedness among the participants in the survey. Primary conditions and expectations 
expressed by forty to forty-nine-year-olds were the same as the fifty to sixty-nine-year-
olds with the additional condition of addiction expressed. Within this age group, men 
identified racial identity as a major issue for nonparticipation in local churches. Thirty to 
thirty-nine year olds continued the themes of addiction and identified peer pressure or 
group acceptance as a reason for nonparticipation. Twenty to twenty-nine-year-olds 
expressed group identification but also added the enjoyment found in a culture based on 
partying. This group did not identify consumption of alcohol or other controlled 
substances as addiction. The teenagers interviewed expressed the condition identified as 
unchurched. Local churches are not part of the environment and culture in which they 
exist. Personal feelings toward the church are not negative nor are they positive. The 
church is a nonentity in their day-to-day lives.  
By understanding the self-expressed barriers that keep Native Americans from 
actively participating in churches, Winner United Methodist Church may implement an 
appropriate response and begin a cross-cultural ministry.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
PROBLEM 
 
Winner 2000-2002 
 
 Following my year in the Beeson Pastors Program, I was appointed to Winner 
United Methodist Church, Winner, South Dakota, in July 2000. The appointment came as 
a surprise to me, and so I asked a friend serving on the Cabinet of the Dakotas 
Conference of the United Methodist Church why the appointment was made. One main 
reason for the appointment was my previous experience with Native American ministries 
in Williston and Mandan, North Dakota.  
 The Dakotas Conference considers Winner United Methodist Church’s Native 
American ministry vibrant. It is located on the former Rosebud Reservation. The church 
was historically part of the Tripp County Parish, which included two Native American 
Presbyterian churches. The current pastor had an active role in the Tri-County Halfway 
House, a ministry with particular ties to the Native American population. The Dakotas 
Conference cabinet believed someone with Native American experience should be 
appointed. 
 In March 2000, my wife, Valerie, and I met with the Winner Pastor Parish 
Relations committee. We expected they would have some of the same goals and dreams 
of ministry as the Cabinet. Their concerns were different. Revitalizing the youth program 
and worship were their main concerns. In a two-hour meeting, no one mentioned Native 
American ministries or outreach, nor did the district superintendent introducing us 
mention Native American ministry.    
 Arriving in Winner and beginning my pastoral appointment opened my eyes to 
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the Native American ministry of the Winner Church. One Native American man attended 
and two boys, one elementary and one junior high age. One other family attended, whose 
father was enrolled in the Rosebud tribe, but he was enrolled as one-fourth blood and his 
wife was white. The children in this family are not enrolled in the tribe because of a lack 
of Native American blood. The family is culturally white except for specific benefits they 
receive because of the father’s enrollment. The rest of the congregation was ethnically 
white. Two girls are white/African-American mixes, but they are culturally white. 
 Another ministry directed toward Native Americans was a shelter. The Tri-
County Halfway House was run by a separate board and was not officially affiliated with 
the Winner United Methodist Church. Nevertheless, the leadership of the board fell to the 
United Methodist pastor by default since the Winner Ministerial Association refused to 
manage or provide the funding for the shelter. Rev. Lucian Prohaska, my predecessor, 
acted as the chairperson of the board of the Halfway House; consequently, with the 
pastoral change I filled the position. The one attending Native American man in the 
church acted as the site manager of the Halfway House in the winter of 1999-2000. Most 
other members of the board were members of the United Methodist church or members 
of churches traditionally part of the Tripp County Parish whose professions brought them 
in contact with the Native American community. 
 The purpose of the Tri-County Halfway House was the creation of a controlled 
environment allowing Native American men a place to stay following in-service alcohol 
or drug treatment. Successful sobriety depends on a changed environment. 
The site manager was inconsistent. The shelter quickly reverted into a stopover 
for those from the Native American housing projects around the county. Anyone in the 
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Native American community who found themselves away from home stayed at the 
shelter while doing business in Winner. It also became a second home for Native 
American men when their significant others expelled them from the house while they 
were on a drinking spree. In the spring of 2001, many came into the Halfway House 
permanently. Those who spent their time drinking and had no permanent residence used 
the shelter as a warm place to stay.  
In January and February 2001, law enforcement called me to the shelter six times 
to break up a fight or expel individuals who were endangering themselves or others. 
These six calls came between two and four in the morning. 
A lack of funding and community support for the winter of 2000-2001 crippled 
the Tri-County Halfway House. The Rosebud tribal government offered nominal funding 
and the Winner United Methodist Church offered some funds; however, the funding was 
not enough financial backing to keep the shelter solvent for the year.  
 The third Native American ministry associated with the United Methodist church 
was a constant stream of visitors at the parsonage door. These visitors were Native 
American individuals and families needing some type of aid. Usually the need was in the 
form of food, gasoline, or someone to advocate in some dispute. The number of visits 
averaged around thirty a month with the highest number being forty-five in May 2001. 
This constant barrage of visitors turned the parsonage into a prison for my family. We 
stopped using the rooms of the house that faced the street and lived in the rooms in the 
back of the house. When the problem was presented to the Board of Trustees of the 
church, their suggestion was not to answer the door and when answering the door say, 
“No.” One member said the problem was of our own making. 
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 Reviewing these three ministries and the Winner United Methodist Church, I 
concluded that the Winner church does support Native American ministries with financial 
gifts and individuals like the members of the Halfway House board. Nevertheless, as a 
church the people had little commitment to a congregational mission to or with Native 
Americans. Mentioning the church’s lack of commitment to two former pastors of the 
Winner church, their assessment was that the Winner church is as involved in Native 
American ministry as the pastor is involved. The church views the time the pastor gives 
to the Native American community as a gift of time given by the church. Time given to 
Native Americans takes time away from the ministry given to the church. 
 Visiting with the other United Methodist clergy assigned to churches on or around 
the historic Rosebud Reservation, I found my situation was not unique. To some extent, 
we all face the same dilemma. We serve churches attended by people who do not see 
Native American ministry as their ministry. At the same time, the Dakotas Conference of 
the United Methodist Church has a ministry of presence in the town of Mission, South 
Dakota, in Todd County. This ministry’s name is the Tree of Life. The Tree of Life has 
work camps booked for three years in advance. People come from all over the United 
States and give their time in mission to the Native American community on the Rosebud 
and Lower Brule Reservations.   
Winner 2005 
 Through the five years that Valerie and I served Winner United Methodist 
Church, we saw tremendous change. The church attendance grew from the 170 average 
of 1999 to 425 average in May 2005. Membership at the end of 2004 stood at 443 and 
2004 saw 395 average attendances. The growth is over an 89 percent attendance to 
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membership rate increase. The impact of the church in relationship to the community is 
astounding; 14 percent of Winner’s 3,017 people population is worshipping at the United 
Methodist church on a given week. The church is averaging two funerals every three 
weeks with the ratio of member to community funerals being 1:3. The Vacation Bible 
School averaged 175 in 2005. The attendance was almost half of the elementary school’s 
enrollment in the Winner school district. 
 My personal involvement in the Native community has changed, as well. The 
giving of aid, especially food and baby formula, remains a vital element in our 
interaction. Now, however, the Native Americans call on me as a witness or intermediary 
when they deal with the local county or city governments. The Native American people 
have a strong distrust of Winner city government and Tripp County social services in the 
Native American community. I attend the meeting between the person and the 
government official or social service caseworker and interpret the information in 
understandable language. 
 I take part in Giveaways and Powwows. I am invited to these functions because of 
my relationship to the individuals and because of my position in the community as a 
clergy person. I asked a Native American friend, “What makes the difference in my being 
invited to these ceremonies now as opposed to my early days in Winner?” He answered, 
“Now there is a minister who cares.”  
 The church verbalized the greatest change since 2000 in the summer planning 
retreat in July 2003. When asked to list the greatest challenges and opportunities facing 
Winner United Methodist Church in the next three years, reaching the Native American 
community made both lists. The congregational leaders recognize that if Winner United 
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Methodist Church is going to fulfill its mission, to bring people to Christ and grow them 
deeply, it will have to reach the Native American community. The leaders of the church 
see the Native American community as the largest unchurched or de-churched segment of 
our population. The church’s recognition of the need for Christ in the Native American 
community brings us to the point of reaching out. Winner United Methodist Church is 
ready. Through this study, Winner United Methodist is taking the first steps to 
understanding why Native Americans do not participate in church. 
Purpose 
 The purpose of the study was to discover the self-expressed barriers to Native 
Americans’ participation in local churches and to understand the biblical and historical 
reasons why outreach across cultural divides is challenging and crucial. Identifying 
barriers is the first step in overcoming barriers. In understanding the self-expressed 
barriers and in understanding the biblical and historical reasons why outreach across 
cultural divides is crucial, Winner United Methodist Church may be better equipped to 
respond appropriately and effectively in implementing a program of cross-cultural 
ministry. 
Congregational Context 
 Winner United Methodist Church is located in the town of Winner, the county 
seat of Tripp and Todd Counties. Tripp County’s population according to the 2000 census 
is 6,434, a 7.1 percent decrease from 1990, and Todd County’s population is 9,050, an 
8.4 percent increase from the 1990 census. The ethnic makeup of Tripp County is 87.5 
percent white and 11.2 percent Native American. Todd County’s ethnic makeup is 12.6 
percent white and 85.6 percent Native American. In both counties, a relatively small 
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population identify themselves as mixed racially, 1.4 percent in Todd and 1.2 percent in 
Tripp. Both counties make up part of the traditional Rosebud Sioux reservation, which is 
now restricted to Todd County proper. Winner, with its population estimated to be 3,017 
in 2005, is the largest community in a ninety-mile area. It serves as the medical center as 
well as shopping center for south central South Dakota and north central Nebraska.   
The constituents of Winner United Methodist Church live mainly in Tripp 
County, but a number of families live in eastern Todd County and in the southeastern part 
of Mellette County. A small number of attendees live in Gregory County. Most attending 
constituents live within thirty miles of Winner, South Dakota. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Geographic location of Winner, South Dakota. 
Source: Winner, South Dakota. 
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Figure 1.2. Geo-political map of Tripp County.  
 
Source: Where 2havefun in America. 
 
 
Winner United Methodist Church is experiencing rapid growth and change. 
According to The Official Journal of the Dakotas Annual Conference of the United 
Methodist Church printed in 2000, Winner’s membership was 480 with a worshipping 
congregation of 174 (Ellingson). The Christian education program averaged forty-five 
students. At the December 2004 charge conference, the church reported 443 members 
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and the average worship attendance as 395. Monthly attendance for the first half of 2005 
was 425. Church membership stands at 463 at the end of the first half of 2005. The 
Christian education program is averaging 191 and offers age level youth groups for 
children and youth from kindergarten through senior high school. The attendance is a 144 
percent increase in worship attendance and a 324 percent increase in Christian education 
attendance in five years. Membership figures show a 3 percent decrease in the same 
period. 
The Winner Methodist Church has a history of planting new churches. It founded 
the Mission Methodist Church in Mission, South Dakota. Mission is the largest town in 
Todd County. This church plant served better the members of Winner Methodist Church 
whose homes were in eastern Todd County. The church in Mission held its first worship 
service in 1956. Regular church services began the following year (Smith et al. 273). The 
Mission United Methodist Church is a white church ministering to the white United 
Methodist population of Todd County. 
The Winner church has been the hub of extended ministry in the Rosebud area. 
Through the 1960s and 70s, Winner United Methodist was part of a large parish structure 
known as the Tripp County Larger Parish. This parish consisted of seven cooperating 
churches from three different denominations. Two of the seven churches were Mniska 
and Conkicakse Indian Churches, which were part of the Dakota Presbytery. 
Beginning in 2001, Winner again became the center of a larger area ministry. It is 
the center of the Winner Area Ministry Team of the Dakotas Conference of the United 
Methodist Church. The senior pastor of the Winner Church acts as the presiding elder for 
the Rosebud area providing pastoral care and direction for the other ministers serving in 
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seven United Methodist churches located across a one hundred-mile area.   
The Winner church is the largest United Methodist church in the Rosebud area. 
The church organized in October 1910, about one year after Tripp County was open by 
allotment for white settlement.  
Along with Tripp and Todd Counties, Gregory and Mellette Counties were also 
historically part of the Rosebud. The reservation boundaries changed in 1977. The change 
reflected ethnic demographics of the counties. Gregory and Tripp Counties are 
predominately white in their populations. Mellette County’s population divides almost 
evenly between Native and white Americans. Todd County’s population is predominately 
Native American. The change was the result of Kneip versus Rosebud Sioux Tribe, 
which gave the state of South Dakota jurisdiction in Mellette, Gregory, and Tripp 
Counties (Sicangu Lakota). 
The Rosebud Reservation opened to white settlement on an allotment basis. The 
land grants were by homestead patent and by military allotment. The Rosebud 
Reservation opening occurred ten to twenty-five years later than the surrounding country. 
Northern Nebraska opened to homesteading in the 1880s and the counties north of the 
Rosebud were open to homesteading in the 1890s. The eastern part of the reservation 
opened first. This part is Gregory County and opened to homesteading in 1905. Early 
settlement of the counties followed the southern boundary with the activity along the 
Nebraska border and along the proposed railway lines that ran from the southeast corner 
of the reservation to the northwest corner. 
 The United Methodist churches on the Rosebud and former Rosebud reservations 
are scattered across the four county areas. Most of the churches follow the white 
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settlement pattern of the counties. The United Methodist churches are in towns founded 
along the railroad line. Gregory, the eastern-most county, settled first. Gregory county 
towns, Herrick and Gregory, organized churches in 1905 (Smith et al. 271). Missionaries 
visited Burke in 1907 and the church organized in 1917 (269). Tripp County opened to 
homesteading in 1908. Colome organized in 1908 and Winner in 1910 (270, 278).  
Mellette and Todd Counties opened in 1912. White River Church first chartered in 1912 
but yielded to the Congregational Church from 1913-1917. After the Congregational 
Church abandoned their work, the Methodists reorganized the church in 1917 (277). 
Denominational Context 
Native American evangelization was the first foreign mission work of the 
Methodist movement. In 1735, John Wesley engaged as the chaplain to the colony of 
Georgia with Native American ministry in mind (25: 439). 
The United Methodist Church views ministry for and with Native Americans as 
significant in its national mission. In 1992, the denomination adopted a confession to 
Native Americans acknowledging that the denomination has sinned against its Native 
American brothers and sisters for participation in the violent colonization of their land 
(Book of Resolutions 330). 
 The United Methodist Church pledged its support and assistance in upholding the 
American Indian Religious Freedom Acts. This act gives native peoples the right to 
practice and participate in traditional ceremonies and rituals as protected by the First 
Amendment of the United States Constitution. It guarantees access to sacred sites on 
public lands and the use of religious symbols such as eagle feathers and tobacco in 
traditional ceremonies (Book of Resolutions 331).  
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In its “Social Principles,” the United Methodist Church affirms all people are of 
equal value in God’s sight and deplores hate acts and violence against any group or 
persons based on race or ethnicity (Book of Discipline par. 162.III).  
 The United Methodist Church rejoices in the gifts that ethnic histories and 
cultures bring to the whole of society. Self-awareness is encouraged for all racial and 
ethnic groups that leads them to demand their just and equal rights as members of society. 
The United Methodist Church believes society must implement compensatory programs 
that redress long-standing, systemic social deprivation of racial and ethnic people (Book 
of Discipline par. 162.III.A).  
According to the Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church, the church 
takes six special offerings a year. These offerings are on designated special Sundays. The 
offerings express the denomination’s commitment to a ministry. One of these special 
offerings is for “Native American Ministries” (par. 162.III. A.) 
Native American Sunday reminds the general church of the contribution made by 
Native Americans and the special gifts they bring to society (United Methodist Church, 
Book of Discipline par. 264.6). This is the only special offering taken emphasizing one 
particular ethnic group. 
The Book of Discipline mandates a “Committee on Native American Ministries” 
in every annual conference of the United Methodist Church. This committee is 
responsible for the distribution of the Native American Ministries Sunday Offering. The 
majority of the committee is Native Americans where possible (par. 653). 
The Native American International Caucus has a voting member on the 
Connectional Table of the United Methodist Church (Book of Discipline par. 906e). This 
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caucus gives Native Americans a 1:47 vote on ministry and money that the United 
Methodist Church coordinates. This table discerns and articulates the vision of the United 
Methodist Church.  
The Purpose Stated 
The purpose of the study was to discover and analyze why unchurched Native 
Americans within Ideal and Lamro Townships and the city of Winner, South Dakota, do 
not participate in local churches. The result of this discovery and analysis makes possible 
an appropriate and effective response by Winner United Methodist Church. The church is 
located on the historic Rosebud Sioux Reservation (specifically the South Dakota 
counties of Gregory, Mellette, Todd, and Tripp). It is almost exclusively ethnically Euro- 
American in membership and attendance. Understanding the reasons why Native 
Americans do not attend may lead to an appropriate and effective response by the church 
in implementing a program of cross-cultural ministry.    
Statement of Research Question 
For this study, the research question is, What are the primary self-expressed 
conditions, expectations, assumptions, and experiences of unchurched Native Americans 
within Ideal and Lamro Townships and the city of Winner, South Dakota, that are offered 
as reasons individuals and households do not participate in local churches? 
Definition of Terms 
The terms defined for this study are Native American, Church, churched person, 
and unchurched person. 
Native American 
The first term defined is Native American. For this study, a person is considered 
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ethnically a Native American if he or she enrolled in a recognized tribe having met the 
minimum “blood” requirements (one-fourth) set by that tribe. Most individuals 
identifying themselves as Native Americans in this study are enrolled in the Rosebud 
Sioux Tribe, Brule Lakota; Lower Brule Sioux, Brule Lakota: Pine Ridge Sioux Tribe, 
Oglala Lakota. 
Those identifying themselves as Native American use the term Indian to describe 
themselves and their culture. They define Euro-Americans as white. For this study, 
Native American and Indian are used interchangeably and Euro-American and white are 
used interchangeably. 
Church 
For the purpose of this study, David J. Hesselgrave’s definitions of the church are 
used: 
1. The universal body is built up on the foundation of the apostles and prophets. It 
is composed of all true Christian believers. Christ is its head. 
2. The church is the duly constituted local body of Christian believers who 
corporately engage in worship and witness and serve each other and the world according 
with the Word of God (Planting Churches 17). 
Churched and Unchurched Person 
The terms “churched person” and “unchurched person” are defined as follows. A 
churched person is one who identifies with a local congregation and attends that church 
on a regular basis. This study does not define the term “regular” other than that 
participants in the study identify their involvement in that church as a normally occurring 
event. This definition corresponds with the functional definition of a “church person” as 
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defined by David A. Roozen and reported by J. Russell Hale (36).   
An unchurched person, by contrast, is one who does not participate in a local 
congregation. This definition does not imply a state of belief but a state of involvement in 
an existing church. A church in the study area may be any of a number of denominational 
or independent congregations existing in the Native or Euro-American communities. 
Local, for this study, is within the geographic boundaries of Ideal and Lamro 
Townships and within the city limits of Winner, South Dakota. Winner is in Lamro 
Township. The only exception is Mniska Indian Church, Dakota Presbytery, located in 
Bull Creek Township. Mniska is a congregation of the Dakota Presbytery but does not 
have an active congregation or an inhabitable physical site. A Native American 
community in Bull Creek Township no longer exists. A person can identify as part of 
Mniska Indian Church but cannot be active. 
Methodology 
A single revelatory case study was prepared to answer the research question. The 
case study by its nature and design is pre-experimental. It allows the gathering and 
analyzing of data concerning the Native American community applying the pattern of 
door-to-door surveys established by Robert Schuller, Bill Hybels, and Rick Warren and 
implemented by Robert Gail Stoddard. No parallels to Hybels, Schuller, and Warren’s 
surveys exist for Northern Plains Native American communities.  
Participants 
The participants of this study were Native American households living in the 
geographic boundaries of Ideal and Lamro Townships in Tripp County, South Dakota, 
and within the city limits of Winner, South Dakota. The area is six miles east to west and 
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twelve miles north to south. The townships of Ideal and Lamro encompass the two largest 
Native American housing communities (grouping of houses built on Native American 
land and governed by tribal law and government) in Tripp County and the city of Winner 
itself. A majority of Native Americans in Tripp County live in these housing 
communities. For this study the population and sample were identical: every Native 
American household within the political boundaries. According to Wayne Ducheneaux, 
the area’s tribal representative on the Rosebud Tribal Counsel, approximately ninety to 
one hundred households within the boundary with approximately five to six hundred 
individuals exist. An accurate number of Native American households is difficult to 
ascertain because of the mobile nature of the Native American society and the lack of 
home ownership of the majority of the community. 
For the purpose of this study, contact with sixty-five households constituted a 
minimum sample. Every Native American household within the designated area was 
visited; the only exception within the geographic limits of this study was Winner 
Regional Nursing Home. 
Instrumentation and Data Collection 
A pre-survey was conducted in the Horse Creek community of the Rosebud 
Reservation prior to the survey in the Winner area. Horse Creek community is located 
south of White River in Mellette County. This pre-survey accomplished three goals: 
  1.  It provided the means of assuring respondents had a positive experience 
answering the survey;   
2.  It allowed me to create the questions of the survey in an appropriate manner 
for Native American culture; and,  
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3.  It allowed me to practice record keeping. 
The instrument used in this case study was a door-to-door survey patterned after 
Stoddard’s survey conducted in Rainelle, West Virginia, in 1997. Stoddard’s study was 
used because of the similarity of the rural area and stable-and-declining community. The 
door-to-door survey consisted of these questions. 
The first question is, “Do you belong to a local church?” This is an appropriate 
first question, according to Rev. Jack Moore, an enrolled member of the Rosebud Sioux 
Nation and the Director of Christian Life Center and White Eagle Christian Academy, 
Mission, South Dakota. Many Native Americans identify with a church by tradition but 
do not attend. “There is a deep if ambivalent relationship between the Indians and the 
church and the secure place the church occupies in most people’s lives” (Grobsmith 82). 
Regardless of the response to the first question, they may or may not be 
participants for this study. The second question follows depending on the answer to the 
first.  
 If the participants answered in the affirmative, then the follow-up question is, 
“Do you attend church regularly?” If the participants responded affirmatively, then the 
respondents are churched and not participants for this study.  
If the persons responded negatively to the first question, “Do you belong to a 
local church,” or responded negatively to regular attendance though identifying with a 
church, they are unchurched and may participate in this study. The next question 
addressed to unchurched individuals is, “What keeps you from participating?”   
Following the response to, “What keeps you from participating,” I reiterated the 
individuals’ answers and asked whether I understood what the persons were trying to say 
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by the way that I restated the response. After receiving an affirmative answer, I asked the 
next question: “If a church in our community took steps to respond to [the expressed 
concern], would you consider participating in that church?” This question is taken 
verbatim from Stoddard (9). 
In closing the survey, I asked a final question concerning the participants’ views 
on church: “Was there anything else you would like to tell me, or was there something 
you would like to ask me?” Mr. Willy Kindle, the former Tribal Chairman, and Rev. 
Moore suggested that by being willing to leave my agenda or by being willing to answer 
a question posed by the participants I would show personal concern for the participants. 
With the final question asked, the survey was complete. I then asked one item of a 
demographic nature. I asked for the approximate age group of the respondents according 
to decade. The answer was not mandatory, but I believed it would be helpful when 
interpreting the data.  
No assurances of confidentiality were given during the survey, and none were 
asked for by the respondents. I asked permission to record the interview responses. I 
carried 3 x 5 note cards and recorded the responses and any quotes. Following the 
interviews, I summarized the responses. 
Delimitation and Generalizability 
The nature of a case study implies its own set of delimitations and 
generalizability. Though the survey of this study and the study done by Stoddard are 
based on the surveys done by Hybels and Warren, their work cannot be replicated. Even 
Stoddard in surveying a rural culture does not cross the line of ethnicity that this survey 
does. This survey is restricted to the Native American households in the political 
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geographic sphere of Winner United Methodist Church. The size of population is 
restricted and the number of households as well. 
The results of this survey and the analysis may be typical of communities on the 
High Plains with potential for multicultural ministry or of those planning on new church 
development in Native American communities. This study has special application for the 
United Methodist conferences of the Dakotas, Yellowstone, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and 
Rocky Mountain. 
Overview of Remaining Chapters 
Chapter 2 of this work establishes the biblical and missiological precedents for 
cross-cultural ministry. It establishes a historical and ethnographical understanding of the 
Lakota Sioux in general and the Brule Lakota of the Rosebud in particular. It also 
attempts an understanding of the culture of the Euro-Americans who call Winner, South 
Dakota, home. The review of literature is primarily foundational, setting the context on 
which the following chapters build. 
Chapter 3 presents the research design of this study. Chapter 4 reports the findings 
of this project and presents the profiles created from the findings of this project. Chapter 
5 provides a summary and interpretation of the findings. It also suggests further areas of 
inquiry raised by this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
 
This study attempted to discover some barriers to effective congregationally based 
Native American ministries. Understanding the self-expressed conditions, expectations, 
assumptions, and experiences of Native Americans that are offered as reasons they do not 
participate in local churches, Winner United Methodist Church may implement an 
appropriate response and begin a cross-cultural ministry. For the establishment of this 
ministry, this chapter reviews the literature in three main areas of study. The first 
precedent is a study of God’s creation of humankind. Second is the precedent of the life 
and culture of the Brule Lakota living in Winner, South Dakota. The third is the 
precedent of cross-cultural ministry with special emphasis on a biblical basis for cross-
cultural ministry. This literature review acts as a foundation. Understanding the mandate 
and mission of Christ and understanding the Rosebud Sioux is essential. Information 
gained by the interviews of Native Americans in the Winner area is placed in context 
with this review of literature.  
Imago Dei 
God longs for a relationship with all humankind. Time and distance changed the 
relationship humans have with God; however, neither time nor distance changes God’s 
desire for a relationship with God’s creation. Humanity is uniquely created in the image 
of God.  
God creates humanity out of the “dust of the ground [`adam]” (Gen. 2:7, KJV). 
Adam from `adam, humanity is taken from the soil and is formed (yams`ar) by God “as a 
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potter forms” a pot (“Adam”). The bond between the land and living creatures is shared  
physical elements.  
Genesis 1:26 records God saying, “Let us make humankind (`adam) in our image, 
according to our likeness” (NRSV). A relational God creates a relational being. God 
makes, in the midst of the rest of creation, a being that reflects the nature of God.  
God being Trinity is community. Humanity created in God’s image and likeness is 
created as community. Genesis 1:27 says, “so God created humankind in his image, in 
the image of God he created them; male and female he created them.” Claus 
Westermann, in his commentary on Genesis, says, “The Creator wants to create a being 
analogous to himself, to whom he can speak, who will listen and speak to him. This 
remains true despite all human differences; every person is created in the image of God” 
(10). 
Adam alone is incomplete. The first negative statement in Scripture speaks of the 
isolation of Adam: “It is not good for [`adam] to be alone” (Gen. 2:18). God is not alone 
and the element of creation specifically reflecting God’s image should not be alone. 
Westermann states, “The man formed by God from the earth (2:7) is not yet the creation 
that God actually intended, only with the creation of the woman is the creation of 
humanity actually successful” (35). The “suitable helper” needed by the human is another 
human, one created as he was to reflect the image and likeness of God. Nothing but 
another `adam can complete and help with this task. 
Being made in the image and likeness of God is interpreted by Westermann to 
mean God created humanity as his partner so that Creator and creation could interrelate. 
Humanity is created to hear and respond to God (36). Hearing and responding to God is 
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how humanity experiences the fullness of God. God is community, the man and woman 
are community, and God and his “image and likeness” are now a community in context 
of the earth (`eres) (36). 
Humankind, reflecting the likeness of God, is given the first blessing and the 
charge recorded in Genesis 1:28. God blessed (berek) humanity and exhorted them, “Be 
fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of 
the sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the 
earth.” 
Divine blessings rest on humanity for the threefold task: first, to be fruitful and 
multiply; second, to fill the earth and subdue it; finally, to have dominion over the other 
living creatures of the earth. The magnitude of this original blessing and the related tasks 
become the very model for blessing in the rest of Scripture. Those blessed by God would 
experience “vitality, health, longevity, fertility, and numerous progeny” (HarperCollins 
Bible Dictionary 216).   
God tells humanity to act as he acts so that every action of humankind reflects the 
will and nature of God. They are to create (be fruitful and multiply). They are to be 
present and active (fill and subdue). They are morally responsible for the order of life 
(have dominion).  
The second creation account found in Genesis 2:3-25 centers specifically on the 
details of the creation and the role of humankind (i.e., Adam and Eve) and how the first 
charge is lived out in the land. In 2:4, the regular order of heaven and earth is reversed. 
The focus of this account is the earth (`eres). 
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In verse 5, the earth is without vegetation because Yahweh has yet to send rain. 
This barren state is qualified by the fact that no person (`adam) works or serves the 
ground (`adama). The implied view of Genesis’ author is without people, Yahweh has no 
preference whether the earth is barren or fruitful. Having a person (`adam) to work or 
serve the ground implies an incompleteness to the act and work of creation.  
 God opens the way for those made in his image and likeness to add their personal 
touch to creation. In the sense that they are of a secondary creation (“Creation”), having 
been created out of a substance already in existence, people are commanded by God to 
participate in the ongoing act of creation by adding their touch to the realm of the earth 
and land.  
 People are to create and make morally responsible choices with the world put 
under their responsibility. Anything made from the ground (`adama) and the land itself is 
under the responsibility of humankind. People are more than stewards of the land and 
life; they are God’s viceroys and terrestrial heirs. This God-appointed position does not 
change; even the Fall does not alter it.   
God provides the environment for humanity. The Genesis 2:4-25 account places 
the `adam in a garden planted by God. In this framework, the first co-creative venture 
between divinity and humanity is observed. God plants the garden and places `adam in it. 
God provides both beauty and sustenance for `adam (e.g., “trees that were pleasing to the 
eye and good for food,” Gen. 2:9, NIV). Beauty is a subjective quality and, as such, gives 
hint to human preferences. Not everything in the garden is utility, some vegetation exists 
for the aesthetic pleasure of people.  
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God called creation good, even very good. Saying something is good is to say it 
“is consistent with God’s creative will” (Oswalt 13). It says more about the contrast with 
evil (i.e., evil being that which is not consistent with God’s creative will), than it does the 
continuum of positive degree (i.e., good, better, and best). The idea of beauty is a matter 
of preference and therefore is subject to the continuum of degree. Beauty is something 
outside of the good of creation. Within the realm of the creative will, God plants two 
trees in the middle of the Garden: the Tree of Life and the Tree of the Knowledge of 
Good and Evil. God declares them good; adam too declares the trees “pleasing to the 
eye.” To adam, the trees are beautiful. 
The extent of human activity and theo-reflective behavior is not limited to 
cultivating the ground or categorizing trees. The person is in relation with animals. They, 
too, are changed by contact with `adam. Here is the first permanent addition to the “very 
good creation.” Yahweh brings the animals to the man “to see what he would name them; 
and whatever the man called each living creature, that was its name” (Gen. 2:19). 
The naming of the animals in the Genesis account tells more of the human than it 
does of the animals. A certain kinship between animal life and humanity exists; both are 
part of the secondary creation having their origin in the land (`adama). Both are given 
vegetation as food (e.g., “everything that has breath in it- I give every green plant for 
food,” Gen. 1:30).   
The account begins with verse 18 and Yahweh saying it is not his intention that 
the man be alone. “I will make a suitable helper for him,” or as the NRSV translates, “I 
will make him a helper as his partner.” God acts on the man’s behalf and continues his 
creative task. He makes and brings the animals to the man. 
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The question raised by this passage is why Yahweh allows the naming of his 
creation by a part of that creation. Here is the opportunity for the man made in the image 
and likeness of God to choose with whom he will identify. Man may choose some type of 
animal and in so doing, the man would have identified with the created order. The man 
does not. 
The only suitable collaborate for the human is another human. Nothing in all 
creation so fully reflects the God with whom the man so closely identifies. Man does not 
recognize God in animal life the way he recognizes God in himself.   
Every animal in the account is named. Every animal by being named is 
acknowledged as having worth. The man remembers it. God recalls the animals by the 
name given by the man; a bonding relationship between animals and humans affects 
God’s relationship with animals. 
The introduction of the woman completes community for the man. He sees in her 
the image and likeness of God. This partner is capable of bearing witness and of being a 
cultivator of the land. She receives with the man the blessing of God and is to be as God 
to the rest of the creation coming from the land.   
  Community is the goal of God. The commentary following the account of 
woman’s creation says, “For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be 
united to his wife, and they will become one flesh” (Gen. 2:24 NIV). Completeness, the 
uniting of two lives, is the basis of all community. All community is bound in this the 
most intimate of creative tasks. 
The account of the creation of humankind is the beginning of human culture. 
Regardless of the culture created by people, God longs for relationship with people. This 
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bond and desire of God is the basis of the redemptive act of Jesus Christ. On this base, 
the evangelistic work of the church proceeds. 
Sioux Precedent 
Coming to the Rosebud was entering a completely new world. For the first time in 
my life, experiencing another culture would not be an academic exercise or an overseas 
excursion. Crossing culture was a matter of walking out the parsonage door. Every day 
brought new experiences.   
Early on, Kenneth Long Crow, Sr., the patriarch of the Native American 
community, befriended me. I learned the history of the Brule, the relationship between 
the Dakota Presbytery (the Native American Presbytery of North and South Dakota) and 
the United Methodist church I served, and the general nature of the community. I was 
exposed to what life is like for a Native American in Winner, South Dakota. 
The experience is not always pleasant. It is a culture filled with violent and 
unnecessary death. The culture contains severe and disrupting alcoholism. The people are 
in abject poverty. The culture contains a sense of general hopelessness (Grobsmith 2). 
Despite these facts, people carry on with their lives. Children are friendly and most of the 
people are willing to bring others into their lives and share what they have.  
Elizabeth S. Grobsmith became interested in the fact that “although on the surface 
reservation life appeared to be largely western, a uniquely Lakota attitude, philosophy, 
and value system pervaded everything” (3). The Lakota people have a spirit within them 
that kept them going even in the hardest of times. What appeared as hopeless from a 
Euro-American perspective did not devastate Native Americans in the way it would a 
white member of the United Methodist Church. The people have a cultural difference 
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worth exploring. 
History 
 
The Sioux, like the cowboy, have a history bigger in myth and drama than in 
actuality. The time spent as a plains tribe, living a nomadic hunting life dependent on the 
horse, was little more than ninety years. The time spent on the Rosebud reservation is 
now more than one hundred years. The Sioux culture continues to evolve with the 
passing of events and time. Still, the years between 1800 and 1890 are a defining era. The 
coming to the plains and the giving up of their traditional woodland culture changed the 
Sioux of the Rosebud forever. 
Tribal Divisions 
 
 The name Sioux is a misnomer. It is the name given to the Dakotas by their rival, 
the Chippewas. The Chippewas called them Nadowe-is-iw, which translates roughly as 
snakes or enemies. The later French explorers further corrupted the name and shortening 
it to Sioux (Nelson 10). The tribe’s name for themselves is Dakota meaning friend or ally 
(Indian Arts and Crafts Board). 
 The Dakota people allied themselves into a loose confederation known as Oceti 
Sakowin or the Seven Council Fires. The Oceti Sakowin divides into three main groups 
distinguished traditionally by geographic location and dialect. Four of the seven divisions 
are Santee or Eastern Sioux. The Santee speak the Dakota dialect. Two of the seven 
divisions are the Wiciyela or Middle Sioux. The Wiciyela speak the Nakota dialect. The 
last division is the Teton or Western Sioux. The Teton speak the Lakota dialect. The 
dialects are mutually understandable and distinguished linguistically by the interchange 
of the d, n, and l sounds (Indian Arts and Crafts Board). 
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 The Teton or Lakota Division was the most numerous of the counsels and was 
itself divided into seven subgroups. The four northern subgroups are Hunkapapa, 
Itazipco or San Arcs, Sihasapa or Blackfeet, and Oohenonpa or Two Kettle. The middle 
subgroup is the Minneconjou, and the two southern subgroups are Oglala and Sicangu or 
Brule (Indian Arts and Crafts Board). 
 The Rosebud Sioux are part of the Lakota subdivision Sicangu or Brule. As early 
as 1800, the Brule were establishing themselves along the banks of the Missouri River 
between the White River, which is the northern boundary of the Rosebud Reservation, 
and the Bad River, which is the northern extent of the Lower Brule home area. This area 
was an “Indian paradise” with plenty of game and grass (Hyde 5). It was a paradise soon 
corrupted. The corruption caused a division within the Brule. 
   The Brule began dividing into two groups in the 1820s and completed the division 
by 1850. The trading posts along the Missouri River used alcohol as a means of bribing 
and keeping Sioux bands loyal. The constant supply of alcohol was devastating. It 
disorganized the Lakota bringing about a significant level of internal violence. By 1830, 
the Brule along the Missouri River depleted the buffalo herds in the area trading skins 
and tongues for liquor (Hyde 26-36). 
  Leaders such as Spotted Tail moved his bands away from the Missouri River 
where he believed the influence of white traders was too strong. He moved his bands up 
the White and Keyapaha Rivers and into the Sandhills of Nebraska. These bands are the 
Heyata Wicasa or Upper Brule. The Brule bands remaining along the Missouri River are 
the Kulwicasa or Lower Brule. This division has lasting effects on the Native population 
in Tripp County.   
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 The difficulties between the Upper and Lower Brule resulted from differences in  
leadership and the adaptation of Brule culture to the circumstances in which they lived. 
The Upper Brule viewed the Lower Brule as “stay behinds.” From the Upper Brule’s 
perspective, the Lower Brule lacked boldness and were weak. The Lower Brule took 
orders from white men and a small Indian police force awed them. When the two 
branches of the Brule did act as one, the Upper Brule treated the Lower Brule as poor 
relatives (Hyde 305). This prejudice continues to this day. 
The Upper Brule make up the majority of the population of the Rosebud 
Reservation and tend to affiliate with the Episcopal and Roman Catholic churches while 
the Lower Brule make up the minority population and tend to be Presbyterian. The Lower 
Brule population centers are to the east of Winner, especially the Bull Creek area along 
the Tripp and Gregory County line. A certain degree of prejudice is felt by the Lower 
Brule from the Upper Brule on the reservation. The Lower Brule believe they have 
inequity of funding for projects and that the Lower Brule are overlooked when the tribe is 
hiring (Long Crow). 
The problems caused by the difference in the two groups had special significance 
for the historic ministry of the Winner United Methodist Church. During the 1960s, 
Winner Methodist Church became the hub of an extended parish. This parish included 
three Methodist churches, two Congregational churches, one Euro-American Presbyterian 
church associated with the South Dakota Presbytery and two Native American 
Presbyterian churches associated with the Dakotas (named for the tribe not the state) 
Presbytery. The two Native American Presbyterian congregations were Lower Brule.  
Because of the larger parish systems set up by the mainline denominations in the 
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1960s and 1970s, Winner United Methodist had a cooperative relationship with the 
Dakota Presbytery. This relationship continues in the families whose tradition is 
Presbyterian. The Winner United Methodist Church now plays the ceremonial role for 
these people. 
Historic Movement of the Tetons 
 One of the earliest accounts, dated 1679, places the Teton in what is now north 
central Minnesota. Soon after this date, the Teton began moving south and west (White 
Bull xxiii). The Teton were the leading edge of this westward migration of the Dakota 
people. The Chippewa by this time gained trade goods and firearms from French and 
English traders. 
 The French fur trader Pierre Charles Le Sueur met the Dakota in 1700. At this 
time, they were living on the banks of the Blue Earth River in south central Minnesota. 
He describes the territory of the Sioux as lying between the Mississippi and Missouri 
Rivers. Le Sueur believes the Dakota numbered about one thousand lodges and describes 
them as excellent shooters (Hassrick 63). The 1701 De L’Isle map places the Teton 
around Lake Traverse on the Minnesota-South Dakota border (White Bull xxii). This 
geographic placement is constant with the Teton position on the western edge of the 
Dakota Confederation. 
Teton Lakota West of the Missouri River 
 Fifty years after Le Sueur’s meeting with the Dakota on the banks of the Blue 
Earth River found the Teton bands established along the Missouri River. The Iowa and 
Omaha tribes had occupied the territory lying between the Minnesota-South Dakota 
border and the Missouri River. When the La Verendrye brothers met the Teton on 9 April 
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1743, the Lakota were camping about fifty miles north of the present town of Pierre, 
South Dakota, located on the Missouri River. They found the Omaha completely 
displaced from the James and Sioux River valleys (Hassrick 64). The Omaha moved 
south into the present state of Nebraska. The conflicts between the Lakota and Omaha 
continued for the next hundred years. The final victory over the Omaha came with the 
death of their chief, Logan Fontenelle, at the hands of the Sicangu in 1856 (Simpson 3). 
By 1750, Teton were ranging across the Missouri in order to hunt buffalo. 
 The Teton did not cross the Missouri as a whole division because of the Arikara. 
As late as 1775, the Arikara were the major force on the west bank of the river (Hassrick 
66). They would remain so until the 1820s when the Arikara experienced decimation 
from smallpox.  By the 1820s the Teton southern divisions which include the Sicangu 
possessed the land on the western bank of the Missouri River. 
The Teton control of the western bank of the Missouri River lasted for less than 
one hundred years. The 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty compromised Lakota power. It was the 
official beginning of the restriction of power and territory as the Lakota faced the 
increasing pressures of encroaching white settlement (Spicer 84).  
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Figure 2.1. Historic movement of the Teton Sioux 1680-1850.  
 
Source: Winner, South Dakota. 
 
 
Rosebud Reservation 
Several precedents are examined concerning the Rosebud Reservation.   
Land Settlement Precedents 
Understanding the context of Winner United Methodist Church and the Native 
American community begins with an understanding of the land and climate in which it is 
located. For both cultures, the geographic location is a matter of what was left not what 
was wanted. The Brule considered the Sandhills of Nebraska home and were forcibly 
settled in this location. Only the Lower Brule of the Rosebud chose this part of the 
country, and they feel despised and persecuted by the Upper Brule. The Euro-Americans 
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came because it was one of the only places left where a person could homestead. Easier 
and more productive land was already settled. 
Land and the idea of land ownership are central to the cultural differences 
between the Native American and the white Americans. The scope of these differences is 
political, economic, and spiritual. 
Tripp County is in the Great Plains region of North America. This region stretches 
from western Texas to central Alberta. It is roughly 2,500 miles long and six hundred 
miles wide; it follows the eastern range of the Rocky Mountains and encompasses the 
Missouri River drainage field (Frazier 6). The one hundredth meridian intersects Tripp 
County, which is the traditional boundary of the Great American Desert. As such, a 
marked transition exists from the east to west in the county. The eastern portion 
resembles the tall grass prairies and the west the short grass prairies. The county is also 
intersected north and south by the subdivisions of the Missouri plateau and the Tertiary 
tablelands of the Great Plains. The Missouri Plateau consists of rolling hills broken by 
buttes that are more rugged. The Tertiary tablelands are the northern edge of the 
Sandhills, one of the unique pieces of geography in North America. They are as an ocean 
of dunes covered with a thin veneer of grass. Tripp County, like much of the Great 
Plains, is influenced greatest by the amount of rainfall received.   
Crossing the one hundredth meridian has cultural and economic impact on both 
the Native American and Euro-American communities. Spotted Tail purposely chose a 
site to the west of the meridian for the headquarters of his agency because land to the 
west is picturesque and poor for farming. It was ideal for keeping the Brule from 
adopting a farm economy (Hyde 296-97). The land to the east of the meridian is less 
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rugged and more inclined to crop production. 
Tripp County is 1,620 square miles consisting of 1,036,864 acres (Maule 1). The 
northern boundary of the county is the White River, and the east is bound by Gregory 
County. The west boundary is Todd and Mellette Counties, and the southern is the 
Nebraska state line. Winner United Methodist Church’s population base is within thirty 
miles of the town. Most people live within the boundaries of Tripp County with a few 
families dwelling in the eastern edge of Todd County or the area of western Gregory 
County.   
The Dawes Severalty Act 
On 8 February 1887, President Grover Cleveland signed the Dawes Severalty Act. 
The Act authorized the president to divide the lands of any tribe, giving each head of a 
family 160 acres, with lesser amounts to bachelors, women, and children. Grazing 
allotments were 320 acres. The government held the plots for twenty-five years in trust 
for the beneficiary. The device was “necessary” so that the “untrained natives” would not 
dispose of their holdings immediately. The Burke Act of 1906 granted United States 
citizenship to Native Americans who received an allotment (Schneider 101).  
 The government sold reservation lands remaining after the divisions, with profits 
deposited in a trust for educational purposes (Billington 581; Schneider 101). The Dawes 
Severalty Act stipulated that reservation land be sold to actual settlers in 160-acre units. 
The sale to settlers was to stop land speculators from buying large portions of reservation 
land (Billington 611). 
The first allotment on the Rosebud Reservation was to Julia (Winyan-hcaka) 
Jordan, the wife of Col. C. P. Jordan. Winyan-hcaka was Oglala. She selected her 
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allotment in 1887 immediately after the Allotment Act passed. Allotment #1 was 
formally given in 1890 (Hamilton and Tyree 127). Mrs. Jordan’s allotment is now part of 
the Paul Bennett ranch. Mr. Bennett is a member of the Winner United Methodist Church 
and is not Native American. 
Receiving an allotment caused great debate among the Rosebud Sioux. The Crook 
Commission of 1889 brought the allotment to the Rosebud Reservation (Hamilton and 
Tyree 272). The issue divided families. Chief Standing Bear viewed the allotment as a 
means of preserving the land for their families, but others did not trust the United States 
government. Standing Bear’s son-in-law, Chief Hollow Horn Bear, led the opposition 
because he saw the allotment as another means for whites to steal Indian land. Those 
inclined to the allotment were threatened with death if they applied. In spite of the threat, 
Chief Standing Bear was the first Brule man to sign for an allotment (Standing Bear 212).   
White Homesteading 
 The first permanent white residents in the area were men who, employed at Fort 
Randall on the Missouri or at the Rosebud Agency to the west, married Lakota wives and 
made their homes with the Lakota people. Because of their family ties to the Lakota, 
these men stayed on the reservation. The first recorded settler was Enoch Raymond who 
in 1870 broke the soil at the Keyapaha River crossing on the Fort Randall-Black Hills 
Trail (Maule 11). This is also the site of the first church in the county. Ascension Chapel 
was founded at the Raymond family’s request by the Episcopal Church. The chapel’s use 
today is for special community events like the annual Memorial Day service. 
White settlement would not begin in earnest until 1890 when the Rosebud 
Reservation was first opened to non-Indians. The 1889 Treaty with the Rosebud Sioux 
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dissolved reservation control of lands east of the ninety-ninth meridian. President 
Harrison issued a proclamation on 10 February 1890, declaring an area open for entry 
and settlement (Lucas 3). Settlement began in eastern Gregory County and encompassed 
the entire county by 1904. The land boom in Gregory County created interest in opening 
the rest of the reservation to white settlement. By 1907, Gregory County was either 
allotted or filled with homestead claims. The community of Dallas was established within 
a mile of the Tripp county line, and the railhead waited for further opening of land on the 
Rosebud (93). 
 In 1906, Congressman Charles H. Burke introduced a bill to the United States 
Congress proposing the opening of one million acres of Tripp County land to settlement. 
The bill was passed and enacted into law on 2 March 1907. The Rosebud Sioux were 
paid between $2.50 and $6.00 an acre for their Tripp County lands (Laws and Treaties 3: 
307). President Theodore Roosevelt declared the land available and open for settlement 
on 26 August 1908 (Maule 15). 
 The homesteads in Tripp County were awarded by means of a public lottery. 
Hopeful applicants registered in person on 5 and 17 October 1908 in one of the 
surrounding communities; 114,769 people registered for one of six thousand available 
homesteads. Every registration was numbered in the order it was received, and on 19 
October 1908, the six thousand homesteads were drawn. The first drawn had the right to 
pick the first homestead. Homesteaders had until 31 October to file their claim (Maule 
15). 
 Once the lucky recipient filed his or her claim, the claim needed “proving up,” 
which involved fourteen months of bona fide residence and cultivation of the land within 
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the next five years. This requirement met, the homesteader gained permanent title to the 
land.   
If homesteaders failed the residency or cultivation stipulations of the Homestead 
Act, they could sell their right to the claim as a relinquishment. Many of the existing 
farms and ranches in Tripp County began with the purchase of relinquishments (Maule 
18). Individuals could buy as many relinquishments as they could afford.  
Through the purchase of relinquishments, the ethnic character of the county 
evolved. Those drawn in the allotment were from almost every section of the United 
States. They differed in background and profession, but most were residents of South 
Dakota or some other state (Maule 18). Those purchasing relinquishments tended to 
reflect the ethnic background of the immediately settled areas. People who considered 
themselves Bohemian bought a large number of relinquishments. They had family in the 
counties adjacent to Tripp to the east. Those purchasing relinquishments in the south of 
the county and in the west tended to be from Nebraska and Iowa families. People already 
settled in South Dakota, and a small colony of Swedes purchased relinquishments in the 
north. A look in the 2002 telephone directory showed the largest single ethnic group 
identifiable in the county as Slavic with most family names being Czech.  
Hardships 
The greatest hardship of the early Native American allotment holder was the lack 
of knowledge or desire to farm. Farming was demeaning to a Native American male. 
Tribes that practiced agriculture relegated the work to women (Ahler, Thiessen, and 
Trimble 78; Bowers 144). 
The early problems facing the Euro-American homesteaders and Native American 
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allotment holders of Tripp County were no different from any newly settled country. The 
lack of roads was a major problem especially in the northern half of the county where the 
soil was almost pure clay. Once wet, the ground was nearly impassable rendering the 
trails useless. 
Another problem facing them was the destruction of crops by free-roaming range 
cattle. The first cattle in the area of the Rosebud were longhorns brought in as beef 
allotments for the Sioux. As late as 1875, no cattle ranches were west of the Missouri 
River. When cattle interests developed on the west side of the Missouri River, large 
ranches commonly drove their cattle across the White River for winter grazing even 
though it was illegal (Jordan 226).  
Though the government wanted Native Americans to farm and Tripp County 
homesteading began in earnest in 1909, no fence law existed. The losses caused by free-
roaming livestock that were incurred by the Native American farmer or the homesteader 
were assumed by the injured party. No means of legal recourse against the large ranching 
interests who owned the cattle existed until the Fence Law was enacted in 1910 (Lyons 
10).  
Native American Communities 
The core of tribal society is the tiyopaye or band. It is an extended group related 
by blood, marriage, or declared kinship (Utley 8). The tiyopaye ensures everyone has a 
place in society. In the band men strove for social prominence and superiority over other 
men (Billington 341). Rank within the tiyopaye was by skill and accomplishment rather 
than heredity. The more daring in battle and the greater number of horses collected 
translated in higher rank and greater respect within the band. The leaders of the tiyopaye 
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made the decisions pertaining to hunting, food distribution, and the location of the camp. 
As more and more Native Americans took allotments, their communities 
developed around the traditional locations of the tiyopaye. This community development 
centered around the agency headquarters in Rosebud and spread out from there. The 
communities farther away geographically tended to cover greater territory. These far-
flung tiyopaye became islands of Native Americans within the sea of Euro-American 
settlers. 
The Rosebud Sioux Reservation consists of twenty communities built around 
these traditional tiyopaye. These communities make up the twenty districts, which were 
established with the 1868 reservation boundaries (Grobsmith 20). The communities or 
districts with the greatest impact in the Winner area are Ideal, Okreek, Bull Creek, and, to 
a lesser extent, Milk’s Camp. 
 The Ideal community is a traditional tiyopaye made up of four primary families 
and their supporters. The rivalry and divisions in Ideal fall along family lines. Little 
overlap exists; very few individuals belong to more than one of the primary families. 
With the passing of time, two other types of communities developed within these 
districts. One is mission-centered community. Mission-centered communities grew 
around mission church that fed and housed the community. Examples of this kind of 
community are St. Francis in the southwest corner of the Todd County, which now has a 
district that bears the mission’s name, and the town of Mission itself, which lies within 
the Antelope Community. St. Francis developed around a Roman Catholic mission while 
the town called Mission developed around an Episcopalian mission. 
The other type of community that developed is located near Euro-American 
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population centers but built on tribal land. These are the most recently developed 
communities and have people from the widest varieties of tiyopaye. Indian housing a half 
mile south of Winner is an example of this type of community. The residents of the 
community come from not only the Ideal district but also from Okreek, Bull Creek, and, 
to a lesser extent, Milk’s Camp and the Bad Nation band within the Butte Creek district. 
Regardless of the structure of the community, the Rosebud Housing Authority 
built all the houses. They contain one to five bedrooms. The individuals own some of the 
oldest homes, but the tribe owns most of the newer homes. The houses at Ideal Indian 
Housing are ranch-style homes, and the homes in the Winner Indian Housing tend to be 
split-foyer homes. Almost all the homes are in disrepair, and many of the abandoned 
homes have a fair amount of vandalism. Because the Housing Authority does not offer 
vandalism insurance and tenants cannot afford repairs, homes are soon abandoned 
because they are beyond repair (Grobsmith 27). 
A number of Native American families make their homes within the city limits of 
the towns of the former Rosebud Reservation. Their situation is unique in that they are 
subject to the laws of South Dakota primarily and to the Rosebud Tribe secondarily. The 
Native American populations of these towns live in subsidized housing and in the mobile 
home parks in older mobile homes. Few of these families own their homes, and many are 
subject to the lowest quality homes at inflated rent rates.   
The political districts of the Rosebud Reservation that encompass the Winner area 
are the largest geographically and are on the fringe in terms of cultural and political 
involvement with the rest of the reservation. Only one representative on the Tribal 
Council represents all of Tripp and Gregory Counties.  
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Economics 
 Most Native American families live in poverty. Public assistance is a way of life 
and has been for generations in Native American families. Almost every family uses Aid 
to Dependent Children, state and county welfare. Stationary poor describes the Native 
American community in the Winner area. People are considered stationary poor when 
they lack the skills, education, or opportunity to change their economic and social 
situation. Being stationary poor becomes a generational issue as people continue in the 
same conditions beyond the lifetime of any one individual. Lacking skills and resources 
place the Native American at a disadvantage in finding long-term employment.  
 The tribe administers land rent income to the heirs of the original land allotments. 
Nevertheless, the amount of land on which each heir can claim monetary rent is now so 
small that the rent amount equals pocket change (Ducheneaux). 
 Most families live on commodities. These are the foodstuffs provided through the 
Rosebud Sioux Tribe Commodity Foods Program. The United States Department of 
Agriculture and the Comprehensive Employment Training Act fund it. The commodities 
provide the basic food for a family, but they are also used as a means to get cash. A black 
market built around the sale or exchange of commodities with non-Indians provides the 
Native Americans money. Money is used to buy goods not obtainable through the 
commodity program or food stamps, particularly alcohol and tobacco products 
(Grobsmith 34). 
Very few Native Americans have full-time employment. Most that do work are 
women.  Part-time employment is available in service industries such as fast food 
restaurants and as aids in the nursing home and hospital. Few Native Americans are 
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trained in a trade or profession. Unemployment is a major problem in the Native 
American community. Ducheneaux estimates that over half of the Native American 
adults in the Winner area are unemployed.  
Poverty creates a culture of escape. With little hope of getting ahead through hard 
work even if work was available, what little money a family has is used for momentary 
escape. Families may lack funds for basic home repair but have a forty-inch television 
and a satellite dish. The resources for food and medical attention do not exist, but people 
find money for cigarettes and alcohol. They do not save for a better future when no future 
exists. 
Addiction 
The problems with alcohol are as old as the Lakota’s time west of the Missouri 
River. The consumption of alcohol and its effects brought about the division of the Brule 
in the 1830s.  
When the United States government moved the Upper Brule back to the Missouri 
River with an agency on Whetstone Creek in 1868, problems ensued. The Euro-American 
settlements across the river sold whiskey to the Brule. With the freezing of the river that 
winter, the drinking and fighting was uncontrollable. Susan Bordeaux Bettelyoun records 
in her journal, “There was terrible debauchery and carousing among the older people. 
Any time of the night one could hear gunfire, shouting, and singing; murders happened 
between drunken people” (Bettelyoun and Waggoner 5). Chief Spotted Tail convinced 
the United States military to move the agency to its present location in Rosebud, about a 
hundred miles west of the river.  
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Alcoholism is an epidemic among Native Americans. “We are plagued with the 
kind of slow death we live under” (Young Bear and Theisz 136). It affects all age levels 
and almost every family. Combining alcohol with other drugs and cars is a deadly 
combination on the Rosebud: “Children learn from their parents about alcoholic sprees, 
drunken binges on payday and the physical violence that too often accompanies heavy 
drinking” (Grobsmith 44). The problems of poverty and addiction cannot be separated 
from the levels of trauma experienced.  
Crime 
The Native American community around Winner lives with levels of trauma that 
exceed the Euro-American community. In one visit to the local jail in April 2005, I saw 
seven men for counseling, and all of them were charged with sexual contact with a minor. 
Four of these cases involved children under the age of six. I visited with Paul Shueth and 
Orson Long Crow, two former police chiefs of Winner, and they both said part of the 
problem lies in jurisdictional matters. Crime committed by a Native American on tribal 
land is the jurisdiction of the Rosebud Tribal Court. No tribal police officers are residents 
in the Winner area. Officers from Rosebud or Mission, South Dakota, may or may not 
respond to a call in the Winner area. 
In a University of Colorado study, Native Americans more often witnessed 
traumatic events, experienced traumas to loved ones, and were victims of physical attacks 
than their counterparts in the overall United States population than among other groups. 
Lifetime exposure to trauma among male tribal members ranged from 62.4 percent to 
67.2 percent and from 66.2 percent to 69.8 percent among female tribal members (“Study 
Finds High Rates”). 
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 The study reported high rates of rapes and domestic violence. The report states 
that 14.4 percent of female members of the Northern Plains tribe studied have been raped 
in their lifetimes, and 31 percent of Northern Plains tribal members had been physically 
abused or hurt by their intimate partner. Other traumas were common among male and 
female tribal members. Slightly over half of Northern Plains tribal members said they 
witnessed violence, rapes, injuries, murders, accidents, and disasters (“Study Finds High 
Rates”).   
Native American adolescents are not spared the trauma. Native American youth 
ages twelve to seventeen are more likely to be the victim of rapes, assaults, shootings, 
beatings, and related crimes than their counterparts in other races. They are also about 
twice as likely to suffer from “substantial” cases of neglect (“Native Youth”).  
Native Americans who attended boarding schools or who were abused as children 
were more likely to have problems with alcohol later in life (“Study Finds High Rates”). 
Abused and victimized teens are more likely to suffer physical and emotional problems, 
perform poorly in school, and turn to drugs and alcohol. A “cycle of violence” also 
develops among poor, minority youth who are victims of crimes. Children with a history 
of abuse, for example, were twice as likely to engage in criminal activities (“Native 
Youth”). 
A degree of horizontal violence appears to occur on the Rosebud. Horizontal 
violence occurs when the oppressed become frustrated with the situation causing the 
oppression; however, instead of turning their energies to the oppressor, the violence 
breaks out on the only “safe victims,” that is others who are oppressed (Russell 171). The 
use of alcohol removes some of the natural inhibitions of people, and their violent 
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behavior explodes, usually hurting those most close to the perpetrators.  
Education 
Native American children in the Winner area attend the Winner public schools or 
the Todd County schools. As children progress through the grades and enter middle 
school years, many will transfer from the Winner district to the Todd County district. 
Marsha Risseeuw, a retired teacher and city counsel member, says, “Through the fourth 
grade, everything is just wonderful. Things change after the fifth grade” (qtd. in 
Harriman). 
In the fifth grade, children leave the elementary school and attend the middle 
school in Winner, South Dakota. The influence in the school flows from older to younger 
children. Where fourth graders are the eldest and still in their childhood, fifth graders 
now are exposed to the seventh and eighth graders who are in adolescence and are more 
self-aware and less tolerant as a group of deviation from a self-prescribed norm.   
While Native Americans represent about one-third of the Winner Elementary 
School student body, they account for less than one-fifth of the high school student body. 
Mary Fisher, the Winner Superintendent of Schools, verifies a trend of Native American 
students leaving the district. According to school records, only five of the twelve Native 
American students who were enrolled in the eleventh grade during the 2002-2003 year 
continued on to the twelfth grade.  
The transfers are not all a matter of choice. According to George Small, a Native 
American man who, with his wife, cares for a number of foster children in Winner as 
well as having raised their own family, “One or two Indian students graduate [from 
Winner]. The rest are pushed out of high school and go to Todd County” (qtd. in 
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Harriman). The Todd County school district is one of the five districts in South Dakota 
identified as needing improvement under the No Child Left Behind federal law. Three of 
the five districts are on reservations (Haugen). Many who do not transfer from the 
Winner district simply quit school after the age of sixteen.   
On 15 July 2005, the American Civil Liberties Union filed a complaint with the 
United Sates Department of Education. The complaint is on behalf of fourteen families 
and the Attorney General of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe. It charges the Winner school 
district with discrimination against Native American children in its disciplinary practices 
and denies these students their right to equal educational opportunities (Students Caught 
in the ‘School-to-Prison’ Pipeline). Native American high school students accounted for 
85 percent of all in-school suspensions and 59 percent of all out-of-school suspensions, 
but made up only 14 percent of the student body. Three-quarters of all Native American 
high school students had been suspended at some point during that year.  
 According to the complaint, Euro-American students frequently engage in 
racially motivated name-calling, taunting, teasing and bullying that school officials do 
little if anything to stop. When Native American students respond, however, they are 
punished.   
In one instance, during a science class in January 2005, a Euro-American middle 
school student hit a twelve-year-old Native American special education student with a 
ruler. When the Native American student hit back, the principal had him arrested and 
suspended him from school for two days. The Euro-American student received no 
punishment until the Native American student’s mother complained. The Euro-American 
student received a one-day in-school suspension (“Students Caught”). 
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These feelings of frustration and unfairness toward the Winner School district 
speak to an old, unresolved struggle. Alma Small describes the situation this way: “I’m 
an old proud Indian woman. I would like to see them treat us equal. God put us all on 
Earth, just different colors” (qtd. in Harriman). 
Prejudice 
 
Jennifer Ring, the executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union of the 
Dakotas says, “We just have to accept the fact the experience of living in South Dakota is 
very different for Indians than for white people. If you are white, this is a nice, friendly, 
generally kind state. If you are Indian, it is a day, after day, after day experience of 
humiliation, segregation and indifference” (qtd. in Harriman).  
Prejudice in the Winner area is not limited to Euro-American/Native American 
relations. The prejudice within the Native American community is strong. “Either in 
peace or in war, it is impossible for Plains Indians to unite and remain united” (Hyde 97). 
The prejudice between the Lower Brule and the Upper Brule, Rosebud tribal members in 
Todd County and those on the fringe areas, all play part in the divisiveness experienced 
by Native Americans.  
Prejudice within the Native American community exists between those 
considered full blood and those considered mixed blood. Full-blood people are 
individuals with a high degree of Native American blood or who follow Native American 
religion. Mixed bloods or iyeska (translates as breed) heritage involves a degree of Euro-
American blood or people who do not follow Native American customs or culture (Crow 
Dog 9-10). Within the Native American community, the mixed-blood people refer to full 
bloods as “bloods.” Full blood people refer to mixed blood people as “breeds” or 
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“apples” being red on the outside but white below the surface. Full bloods tend to have a 
more restricted view of who is and who is not an Indian.   
 Winner and Ideal Indian housing feel this tension more fully because some 
households follow the traditional culture. In Ideal and Winner Indian Housing, the 
traditional families live in houses with lots conjoining. The strongest animosity exists 
between the Pentecostal Christians and the Native traditionalists. The Native American 
traditionalists consider the Christians and particularly the Pentecostal Christians as 
sellouts to their own culture. The Pentecostal Christians see the traditionalists as 
practicing a form of paganism (Medicine Eagle). 
 Internal racial prejudice is not limited to the Native American community. 
 Several of the early settlers in Tripp County faced prejudice. In the early settlement of 
the area, a division between the native-born white homesteader and the immigrant 
homesteader existed. Those in Tripp County receiving the brunt of this feeling were the 
Germans. With World War I, the patriotism of the German settler was called into 
question. The pressure put on them led many families to anglicize their names. The Fuchs 
family changed their name to Fox and Braun became Brown (Fox).  
Winner’s Home-Guard company was the second largest in South Dakota (Maule 
61). The Tripp County Journal on 24 January 1918 states the purpose of the Home-Guard 
units. They protected of the Rosebud country from the work of the International Workers 
of the World (I.W.W.) and other pro-German sympathizers. 
During World War II, sons of German families enlisted in the armed services 
even though they were entitled to waivers. They believed they had to prove to the 
neighborhood that they and their families were “good Americans.” John Nahnsen served 
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in the European theater knowing across the line his first cousins were fighting in the 
German army (Patten).  
Religion 
Grobsmith states that from the introduction of Christianity the religious practices 
of the Lakota were described as either Christian or native. While real differences between 
the two belief systems existed in the past, the space between them—both physically and 
conceptually—grows smaller. She believes to interpret religious activity in an either/or 
manner is no longer accurate (61). People commonly participate in two separate religious 
systems, and people commonly participate in only one religious system. Many people do 
not participate at all. No church in the Winner area blends the two religious systems. 
Vine Deloria, Jr. believes that many of the Sioux leaders during the transition time saw 
old Sioux beliefs as foundational and, therefore, could use or incorporate Christianity just 
enough to make it useful without interfering with the core of traditional religious belief 
(Singing for a Spirit 216). 
Looking Horse says, “The Lakota do not look at it [practice and ceremony] as 
‘religion.’ It’s a way of life [original emphasis] (qtd. in Crozier-Hogle and Wilson 35). 
The Lakota way seems to be more of a worldview than a religion or a form of rituals 
(Grobsmith 62). The blending of Native worldview and religion comes from a belief that 
everything has spiritual significance. Darrell Whiteman says worldview tells what is and 
is not; religion gives the content of reality.  
  In this way, people explain modern events by means of traditional explanations. 
The presence of a bald eagle flying the same path as the car in which we rode from 
Kenneth Long Crow’s funeral showed the favor of Wakan Tanka to those in the car with 
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me. The ceremonies of Native religion are means of explaining the content of Native 
reality. 
Losing the talisman containing an individual’s chik-sa (umbilical cord) is 
traumatic and the explanation for someone’s lostness. In Winner, one man always 
frequents my door in an inebriated state. Eventually, the conversation turns to his chik-sa, 
which he has lost. The Native community or his family claims he lost it and that is why 
he cannot stop drinking; he lost his way home. He grieves the loss and sometimes denies 
that the chik-sa is lost, but he grieves not being able to find his way home. 
When people are born, the chik-sa is saved and dried and placed in a small turtle 
shell or shaped container. They carry the chik-sa. As long as they keep the chik-sa, they 
know where home is and can find their way back home. Once they lose the chik-sa, their 
spirit will drive them to find it. Without the chik-sa “their mind wanders. Their heart is in 
the right place, but their mind wanders” (Crozier-Hogle and Wilson 37). 
Native Religion 
 
Deloria states in the introduction to Black Elk Speaks that a contemporary 
generation of young Indians is aggressively searching for roots of their own in the 
structure of universal reality (xiii). Among some Native Americans, a movement exists to 
reestablish Native religious practice and belief. The movement is not based on any one 
particular tribal belief but is an attempt at a Native American way of thinking about 
reality and how one lives out that reality. As new generations of Native Americans seek 
religious and cultural identity, the beliefs of the Lakota become a driving force. Central to 
this development is the vision of Black Elk as told by John G. Neihardt. Deloria says 
Black Elk Speaks has become a North American bible of all tribes (xiii). 
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A great respect for the sacred exists. Discussing traditional Lakota religion is not 
easy. Wakan, the sacred, is dealt with sincerely because it is dangerous and the spirits are 
punitive (Grobsmith 63). Anything or anyone out of balance causes holy anger, and the 
spirit must be appeased. 
Sacred Pipe 
The first information Black Elk shares with Neihardt is the account of the Sacred 
Pipe (1-6). The Lakota who practice traditional religion base the practice on the sacred 
pipe. The sacred pipe was not always part of the Lakota culture but was brought to them 
by the White Buffalo Woman. With the pipe, she brought the instructions for its use in 
the seven sacred rituals. After giving the pipe to the people, the woman turned into a 
white buffalo. This legend was the beginning of the nomadic life of the Lakota. Of the 
seven sacred rituals of ceremonies the White Buffalo Woman brought to the people, three 
are generally practiced (Crozier-Hogle and Wilson 34-35; Densmore 63). The three are 
the vision quest, the Sweat Lodge, and the Sun Dance. From the beginning to the end of 
life, the Lakota conduct ceremonies for every stage of life. These ceremonies guide 
people through the cycle of life, and by observing the ceremonies people keep their lives 
in balance. The balance is in keeping with the cycles of Mother Earth. Balanced lives are 
lives of peace and happiness (Crozier-Hogle and Wilson 34-35). 
Cosmology 
The Lakota cosmology results from a primal worldview where the whole of the 
created universe is considered a total unity (Burnett 58). Wakan Tanka (Great Spirit or 
Great Sacred) created the universe. The spirits that are part of the unseen whole 
manifested as Wakan Tanka continuously influence the world. Wakan Tanka is conceived 
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of in various graded levels of manifestation and is identified with each. The 
manifestations are usually in fours. The idea of many in one is repeated in Lakota 
theology (Hassrick 247). The spirits are intimate to the Lakota. Black Elk referred to 
them as grandfathers and they, in turn, called him grandson or younger brother (Neihardt 
20-47). 
The Great Spirit manifests in four major gods and their companion spirits. The 
major gods are Inyan (Rock), the ancestor of all things mortal and divine. He is the 
advocate of authority and the patron of the arts. Inyan’s companion is Wakinyan 
(Winged), the patron of cleanliness and the symbol of thunder (Thunder Bird). The next 
of the four is Maka (Earth), the protector of the household and the mother of all living 
things. Maka’s companion is Whope (Beautiful One), who is the daughter of the Sun and 
Moon and the patron of harmony and pleasure. The third god is Skan (Sky), who is the 
source of all power and force and sits in judgment on all gods and spirits. Tate (Wind) 
accompanies Skan and controls the seasons. Finally, Wi (Sun) is the first in rank of the 
four and the all-powerful Great God and the defender of the four Lakota virtues: bravery, 
fortitude, generosity, and fidelity. Wi is accompanied by Hanwi (Moon), who is the 
keeper of time and the one who sets important events (Grobsmith 64; Hassrick 247). 
To these eight add another eight. The first four of this group are the Buffalo, the 
Bear, the Four Winds, and the Whirlwind. The next four, the Wanalapi (god-like), are 
more concepts than beings. They are the Spirit, the Ghost, the Spirit-like, and the Potency 
(Hassrick 248).  
All sixteen manifestations are Wakan Tanka. All are prayed to as part of the 
whole since each controls a different aspect of life. The relationship with these 
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manifestations is personal in Lakota religion and familial relationships make up the 
address of the different gods. Maka (Earth) is called mother. Skan (Sky) is called father. 
Wakan Tanka is grandfather. The others are addressed as relatives; none in the 
cosmology are remote (Grobsmith 64).  
Looking Horse shares the intimacy of the cosmos when he says, “Mother Earth 
has a beautiful spirit” (qtd. in Crozier-Hogle and Wilson 36). Everything in nature has 
spirit and everything that has spirit is sacred. All spirits are one; therefore, when 
something is abused, it affects the whole. “What we do to Mother Earth, we are doing to 
ourselves” (36).  
Abuse within Native Religion 
According to Lois Crozier-Hogle and Darryl Babe Wilson, “Native Religion is 
from the heart” (35). Charging for a ceremony or selling a religious experience to 
outsiders is abusive. Those who do such things are considered false medicine men by the 
true observers of Native religion (35). 
Allegations of abuse stem in some cases from the prejudice of the traditionalists.  
The debate is about who can and cannot participate in Native American ceremonies. In 
July 2004, a group from Germany participated in a sun dance on the Rosebud 
Reservation. The Germans allegedly had eagle feathers and whistles. These are items that 
only Native Americans can possess. Possession or use of eagle feathers breaks the Eagle 
Protection and the Migratory Bird acts. Alfred Bone Shirt filed the complaint stating, 
“Medicine men do not have the authority to give eagle feathers to non-Indians. They are 
not above the law” (qtd. in Steen). Freedom to practice Native American religions is only 
for Native Americans. 
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Christianity 
The Lakota people are a spiritual people. They could easily have recognized the 
truth of Christianity if the early missionaries would have seen them as spiritual people. 
Many of the early missionaries were more concerned with making Indians into white men 
than sharing Jesus Christ (Moore). Still, according to Deloria, Christianity served as a 
bridge enabling the Sioux to make the transition from their former life as wandering 
hunter warriors to the confines of reservation life (Singing 216). The Christian church 
was a way of preserving some of the traditional age level and gender societies of the old 
way of life when traditional social institutions and practices were prohibited (216). 
In 1974, when Grobsmith did her field research on the Rosebud, she observed, “It 
is difficult to imagine the community without the Christian church. Christian thought and 
practices have thoroughly penetrated native life to the point that it appears to be 
indigenous” (82). Today, no imagination is necessary to envision the Native American 
community without the Christian church, at least in the Winner area. Area ministers, 
including those serving Native American churches, estimate that fewer than forty active 
Native American adults participate in worship. The number of children is higher, but the 
number of teenagers is less than ten. The fact remains that a paradox between faith and 
practice exists. 
Though Native Americans are ambivalent to active participation, still the church 
holds a secure place in people’s lives. The community treats clergy respectfully. When a 
family crisis occurs, Native Americans call a minister or priest. The church provides the 
sacraments. A pastor is called to speak at a wake or funeral. The Native American 
community invites the clergy to Give Aways, where a minister often offers a prayer or 
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devotional. The church is a place were financial assistance is asked when monetary 
resources are lacking and an emergency need is at hand. 
The respect for the church and clergy is, in some ways, remarkable:  
 
[T]he church has been both an aggressor in attempting to “civilize” the 
Indian and at the same time the only group continuously offering aid and 
hope. Although missionaries may have capitalized on the situation ideal 
for introducing a new religion, the Indian people recognized that those 
missionaries were not themselves to blame for the changes; on the 
contrary, their sympathetic assistance was deeply appreciated and still is to 
this day. (Grobsmith 82) 
 
The respect for clergy and the church is the conduit for future ministry with and among 
Native Americans. 
Missionary Activity and the Rosebud Reservation 
Beginning with the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty, the United States government’s 
Indian policy was the promotion of assimilation of Native Americans into the mainstream 
of American life. 
President Grant allotted the reservations to different denominations in1868.  
Missionary work among the Sioux of the Rosebud Reservation was the work of the 
Episcopal and Roman Catholic churches with official sanction given to the Episcopalians. 
The rivalry between these denominations created a unique situation at Rosebud. The 
Rosebud Agency was caught in a tug of war. The Episcopalians were the official church 
of the Rosebud and, as such, appointed the Indian agent. The Roman Catholics protested 
saying they had the prior claim since Father DeSmit baptized a number of Brule infants at 
Fort Laramie in 1851. The agency police eventually ousted Roman Catholic priests. The 
Roman priests did not return until the 1890s when the post of Indian agents was again 
made a government position (Marrs 78-158). To this day, a geographic divide on the 
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Rosebud exists. The east has an Episcopal while the west has a Roman Catholic majority.  
Many reservations were benignly neglected. Former Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs George W. Manypenny lamented the fact that Americans expended millions of 
dollars in foreign missions while every denominations’ Indian Missions budget combined 
did not reach ten thousand dollars (Laws and Treaties 307; Hagan 127). The United 
States government allowed the spending of tribal funds for missionary work. The funds 
of the tribe were at the disposal of the Indian agent to use at his or her discretion. Because 
the Indian agent was a church appointment, the government sanctioned the use of tribal 
funds for church work that advanced the policies of civilizing and Christianizing the 
Indian. Tribal funds continued supporting sectarian institutions into the twentieth century 
(Viken 4-69). 
United Methodist Church and the Rosebud 
The South Dakota Methodist’s history book states, “The evidence shows that the 
work of Christianization among the Sioux of Dakota land was not attempted by the 
Methodist Church” (Smith et al. 13). The absence of an organized work among Native 
Americans in South Dakota continued into the 1980s. If work with Native Americans was 
done at all by United Methodist churches in the Dakotas, it was local in nature rather than 
a program of the United Methodist conference. 
The relationship between Winner United Methodist Church and the Native 
American community was the result of a minority group within the Christian Native 
American community. This group is the Dakota Presbytery of South Dakota. No formal 
tie exists between Winner Untied Methodist Church and the Dakota Presbytery of South 
Dakota; rather, the relationship is one of default. When the Tripp County Larger Parish 
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was developed in the 1960s, both Presbyterian and Methodist churches were included in 
the circuit. 
The Presbyterian Church carried on early work among the Sioux. The work 
centered on the Greenwood Mission at the Yankton Agency in Charles Mix County and 
the Oahe Mission northwest of Pierre, South Dakota (Smith et al. 13). From these works, 
the mission expanded to the Lower Brule at Crow Creek and Lower Brule Reservations. 
The mission work at these two reservations resulted in the Presbyterian Church at Bull 
Creek being established (Long Crow). The community on Bull Creek is Lower Brule and 
followers of Chief Medicine Bull rather than Rosebud Brule and followers of Chief 
Spotted Tail. 
Congregational Context 
 Winner United Methodist Church is located in the town of Winner, South Dakota, 
and has become the dominant Protestant church in Tripp County. The dominance of the 
church is in the areas of worship attendance, children’s programming, and the area of 
community chaplaincy. The chaplaincy to the community consists of providing space for 
community-based activities such as support groups and larger celebratory activities. The 
Winner United Methodist Church hosts one-third of all funerals in the community.  
The social structure of the Winner United Methodist Church is built around 
worship. The members and attendees enjoy the opportunities of worship and fellowship. 
Winner United Methodist Church makes a concerted effort to provide worship for the 
entire Winner community. The church provides ecumenical worship once or twice per 
month at two of the assisted living facilities and the Winner Regional Nursing Home, 
weekly worship at the Tripp County jail, and at Wood United Church of Christ, Wood, 
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South Dakota, a small community thirty miles northwest of Winner, South Dakota. 
Winner United Methodist Church provides alternative worship times including a 
Wednesday night worship service. The church also provides worship at the Winner 
Regional Nursing Home and the two assisted living facilities during major Christian 
holidays. The importance of these major worship opportunities is in the creation of a 
community of faith and a deepening relationship with Jesus Christ. In the Winner 
community, worship services provided by Winner United Methodist Church are the 
largest gatherings of adults during the week.  
Cross-Cultural Ministry 
 A dual perspective is essential when considering cross-cultural ministry. An equal 
concern must occur looking back at the early Church and forward to the contemporary 
culture (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 20-21). This review examines the biblical and 
missiological precedents concerning cross-cultural ministry.   
Biblical Precedents for Cross-Cultural Ministry 
The first precedent to be established is a biblical understanding of the church, its 
nature and its purpose. The Great Commission given by Jesus to his early followers as 
recorded in Matthew 28:16-20 contains the Church’s central purpose. Understanding the 
command in the Great Commission is the basis of the Church’s actions today. This 
command and commission extend to Christ’s disciples called Winner United Methodist 
Church. The response of Winner can be none other than the same response given by the 
disciples on the hillside in Galilee. The basic implementation of the first precedent 
concerning cross-cultural ministry of the church was the focus of the first Church Council 
of Jerusalem as recorded in Acts 15:1-35. The Council of Jerusalem sets precedent for 
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cross-cultural evangelism. 
Precursors to the Great Commission 
Precursors to the Great Commission in the life and teachings of Jesus exist. Jesus’ 
response to the faith of the Capernaum centurion includes Jesus’ prophecy of people 
coming from the east and west and taking their places at the table with patriarchs in the 
kingdom of heaven while the citizens (Jews) find themselves shut out in darkness (Matt. 
8:10-12).   
The healing of the Syro-Phoenician woman’s daughter also gives indication that 
Jesus’ ministry crossed ethnic and national lines (Matt. 15:21-28; Mark 7:24-30). Jesus’ 
invitation into his family based on hearing and obeying his words as opposed to ethnic or 
familial ties is also an indication of the breadth of Christ’s inclusiveness (Matt. 12:46-50; 
Mark 3:31-35; Luke 8:19-21). 
The encounters between Jesus and the Centurion and Jesus and the Syro-
Phoenician woman find the person outside the established culture making the overture. 
The Centurion and the woman both understand they are outside Jesus’ culture, but their 
needs drive them anyway. Jesus, in these cases, does nothing to initiate the cross-cultural 
encounter. The encounter in John 4 is different. John records Jesus as the initiator. 
John’s record of Jesus’ message and relationship to the Samaritans and their 
response in the fourth chapter of his gospel is the most detailed account of cross-cultural 
ministry personally conducted by Christ. In this account, the disciples seem willing to 
abide by the cultural norm separating Jews from Samaritans, dealing with them only for 
the meeting of the disciples’ most basic needs. Jesus’ leading by example breaks the 
cultural norm. The personal relationship Jesus develops with the Samaritan woman and, 
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consequently, with the whole village of Sychar is revelatory. Jesus, looking at the 
condition of the Samaritans and their responsiveness, tells his disciples to look at the 
fields; they are ripe for harvest (John 4:36). 
Jesus also sets the pattern of ministry in John 4. Many will be involved in 
bringing the harvest beginning with those who plant and culminating with those who 
reap. The inference is that before human action takes place, the work of God is already at 
hand. Those whose blessing is to take part in the harvest must remember and rejoice that 
someone has worked before them; the harvester and the sower are glad together (4:36-
38). The result is Sychar turning to Christ and believing that Jesus is the Savior of the 
world (4:42). 
The Great Commission 
The Great Commission found in Matthew 28:16-20 sets the task for the Church. 
This passage is perhaps the most widely used to challenge Christians to faithfulness to 
that primary task; however, the exhorter seldom takes the time to exegete the passage 
carefully (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 20-21). The result is that the heart and manner 
of mission is lost in exhortations to undertake it. The study of heart and manner of 
mission found in the Great Commission and the complementary statements of them in the 
other Gospels and the book of Acts begin with an exegesis of the passage. 
Ben Witherington, III in The Many Faces of the Christ states, “Jesus brought the 
presence of God to God’s people while on earth, but continued to be even after his death 
and resurrection, the divine presence with them forever” (145). The present Christ is not 
just a comfort and guide. Immanuel expects, even commands, his people to act on his 
behalf. Matthew 28:16-20 sets forth Jesus’ expectations of his people. 
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In the introductory verses of the Great Commission (Matt. 28:16-17), Matthew 
notes human nature. These verses are more than setting the scene for the words that 
follow; they set the contrast of authority. The authority of the Great Commission is so 
important that Matthew wanted his readers to understand it. The mitigating circumstance 
of the Great Commission is the authority of Jesus Christ not the nature or belief of the 
disciples. Matthew records that the disciples greet Jesus with a mixture of worship and 
doubt. On seeing Jesus, they all worship; however, Matthew also makes clear that some 
of those present, specifically the eleven disciples, doubted (Matt. 28:17). Matthew uses 
the Greek word distazo, which literally means “to stand in two ways” (Vine 327; Arndt 
and Gingrich 200). Distazo implies that some who gathered on the hillside were double-
minded or at the least uncertain. The people did not have an out-and-out disbelief but 
rather bewilderment, a wondering what to do. When Matthew uses distazo earlier (Matt. 
14:31) concerning Peter sinking in the waves, Jesus links bewilderment to a lack of faith. 
The sense of uncertainty or lack of faith is not unique to the apostles. Followers of 
Jesus throughout the ages experience the same emotional and intellectual state. Every 
disciple receiving the Great Commission does so in some state of belief and doubt. The 
disciples’ faith or belief does not control the circumstance; Jesus and his authority control 
it.  He commissions his disciples regardless of the state of their emotions or intellectual 
capability. The Great Commission is as true in Winner, South Dakota, as it was on the 
Galilean hillside. 
Jesus establishes the prerogative for the Great Commission: “All authority in 
heaven and on earth has been given to me” (Matt. 28:18b, NIV). Jesus is clear when 
addressing the disciples that his authority is not derived from self; he states that it is given 
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to him. What Jesus is about to do and say are the will of his Father. God is of one mind in 
issuing the Great Commission (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 20-21). Throughout the 
Gospel of John, Jesus attributes the authority of his actions to his Father. He calls 
obedience to the will of his Father his food. Fulfilling his Father’s action is what gives 
purpose to Jesus’ life (John 4:34). Jesus expressly states that all his actions derive from 
the Father. He does nothing on his own, only what is modeled for him by his Father (John 
5:19). George F. Beasley-Murray states that John sees the entire ministry of Jesus as 
obedience in action (63). 
This obedience and derived authority is unique considering Jesus’ personal 
position. He sees himself as God; he receives the worship of the disciples at the 
beginning of the passage. Nevertheless, he does not act nor speak on his own. Authority 
is a derived power. This small statement, “all authority … has been given to me” (Matt. 
28:18b), expresses solidarity in the economy of God. 
The scope of Christ’s authority encompasses heaven and earth. In heaven and on 
earth expresses the spheres of God’s influence and will (Matt 28:18b; John 18:36-37; 
Phil. 2:9-11). This combination of the dative (in) and genitive (on) prepositions denotes 
Jesus’ belief that God’s will and his authority existing in heaven is extended to the earth. 
What is in heaven is also on the earth. The command Jesus is about to give his disciples 
is of an eternal nature; it predates the current circumstance. 
Jesus’ authority precipitates his command to his disciples: “Therefore go and 
make disciples of all nations.” The command is the will of the Father and of Jesus that 
those who know Christ bring others to him. Go and make are verbs that put the disciples’ 
responsibility in perspective. Proeuomai, translated go, literally means “to transverse or 
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ford” (Strong 84; Vine 486). Jesus begins the disciples’ commissioning with an order to 
proceed, leave where they are, and go across. The disciples are to have purpose in their 
action; the sending is toward something, not a sending away from someone. The disciples 
were sent out to make other disciples, not sent away from Jesus. 
The sending toward is linked with an action command, make disciples of all 
nations. The imperative verb matheteuo encompasses making disciples (Vine 308). This 
command is to action. The command is the disciples’ work, the making of other disciples. 
The commission is not new to the disciples. John records Jesus’ prayer for future 
disciples who, Jesus specifically states, “will believe in me through their [the disciples’] 
message” (John 17:20). Jesus’ prayer is one for unity of the future believers. The new 
concept for the disciples is the extent of the disciple making, of all nations. Making 
disciples of all nations is the sole imperative and the central activity enjoined in the Great 
Commission. Faith and discipleship can never be divorced (Hesselgrave, Planting 
Churches 21). 
The noun ethnos, which is translated nation, literally means a multitude or a mass. 
It is translated as either a nation or people (Vine 774; Kittel 369). More than one hundred 
times, ethnos describes people other than the Jews or early Christians (Kittel 370). 
Matthew 28:19 appears to be one of these passages. The inclusion of all nations expressly 
puts the emphasis on people or nations other than the disciples’ own group or nation. 
Christ does not exclude the Jews. He gives them the first opportunity to respond to the 
gospel; here on this Galilean hill the intent is universal. 
How one makes disciples is specified: “baptizing them in the name of the Father 
and of the Son and the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have 
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commanded you” (Matt. 28:19-20). Baptizing the converted and teaching them makes the 
converted into disciples. Jesus intends that his disciples will accomplish these two actions 
as they reach all nations.   
When a person is baptized in someone else’s name, the identification is the source 
of authority and power in the action. The baptism is not in the authority of the one doing 
the physical act or even speaking the word, but in the one who has empowered the action 
and lent their name to the actor. In the case of Christian baptism, the solidarity of God is 
seen. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit lend their names to the act. The triune God owns the 
disciple (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 20-21). 
Jesus instructs the disciples concerning new converts by saying, “teaching them 
[the nations] to obey everything I have commanded you” (Matt. 28:20). “It is the duty of 
disciples to make other disciples and that involves teaching them” (Witherington, Many 
Faces of the Christ 141). Making disciples today is the same as Jesus shared in making 
the original followers into disciples. Scripture taught by word and incarnation makes a 
mature disciple. Nothing else will do.   
The final promise of Jesus to the original disciples, “And surely I will be with you 
always, to the very end of the age” (Matt. 28:20), gives hope. Christian disciples are not 
alone. Christ is with the disciple and promises to be to the very end of the age. He is with 
the Christian disciple by means of his Word and his Spirit (Wesley 2: 37).   
Fulfilling the Great Commission 
Jesus does not specify in the Great Commission recorded by Matthew where to 
begin making disciples. The complementary statements of the Great Commission do. 
Luke states the disciples’ start is Jerusalem and the completion is the end of the world. 
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The disciples begin with where they know and go out from there (Luke 24:46-49; Acts 
1:8). The church begins in Jerusalem and reaches through the centuries and across 
geography to Winner, South Dakota. 
The Church in Jerusalem 
Luke follows the introduction of Acts with instructions to Jesus’ disciples on what 
to do as they prepare for a world without his physical presence. Luke’s introduction is 
personally significant. Luke is not an eyewitness to the earthly ministry of Jesus but a 
recipient of the ministry from those who heard Jesus’ words with their own ears or held 
him in their own hands (Luke 1:1-4). He is the first writer in the New Testament outside 
the realm of the Jerusalem church. 
Jesus’ instructions begin with the admonition to the disciples not to leave 
Jerusalem until they receive the gift of the Father, which is the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:4-5). 
The implication is that the disciples will be leaving Jerusalem. The disciples somehow 
miss this fact; their concern is the restoration of Israel. Jesus returns the disciples to the 
central theme: their empowerment for the fulfillment of his commission. Once they 
receive the Holy Spirit, the disciples will be Jesus’ witnesses in “Jerusalem, Judea, 
Samaria and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8). The disciples will leave Jerusalem. 
Jesus never intended the Church to take care of itself. Meeting needs and 
comforting believers is not the central ministry of the Church. Jesus intends the Church 
as a witness to himself. Personal agendas, whether the restoration of Israel or changing 
the carpet in the sanctuary, never take precedence over reaching the world with the good 
news. 
Fulfilling of the Great Commission and the bringing of God’s kingdom into being 
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fills the pages of Acts. The mission is evangelistic. Witherington says in The Acts of the 
Apostles, “It is the same message and mission that galvanizes the church today; giving it 
its marching order,… believing no external obstacle was too great for the God who raised 
Jesus to overcome in saving the world” (816).  
The book of Acts follows in ever-growing concentric rings the fulfillment of the 
Great Commission. Luke begins describing the disciples’ ministry in Jerusalem following 
the gift of the Holy Spirit on Pentecost (Acts 2). The Jerusalem witness is more 
ethnocentric rather than geographically bound. The day of Pentecost brought Jews and 
proselytes from all over the known world to Jerusalem. The crowd that day practiced a 
common faith, not a common language or political identity. The Holy Spirit gave the 
disciples the ability to communicate with the diverse crowd, so that all heard or 
understood the message in their vernacular. Still, the message was essentially one given 
by Jews for Jews. Luke dedicates the first 30 percent of Acts to a Judeo-centric ministry 
(Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ 83; Lingenfelter 60-64; Witherington, Paul’s 
Narrative Thought World 318). 
The eighth chapter records the first outreach beyond the Jewish people. Through 
the ministry of Philip, the early Church reaches the Samaritans. It also reaches into a 
geographic region beyond the Roman Empire. The Samaritan mission and the Ethiopian 
eunuch are both marginal in terms of Jewish culture. 
 Nevertheless, the challenge to the church came with Peter’s ministry to the 
centurion, Cornelius (Acts 10-11:18). Cornelius is outside the Judeo-cultural world. He is 
a Gentile, and, though devout, he has not become a proselyte. By all standards of 
Judaism, Cornelius is unclean. God intervenes on behalf of Cornelius. God reminds Peter 
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in a dream that God sets the standard and decides what is clean and unclean (Acts 10:15-
20). Jesus sends the Holy Spirit. The Spirit is Christ’s agent of salvation for not only the 
Jews (Acts 2) but now also for the Gentiles (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 20-21; 
Witherington, Paul’s Narrative Thought World 319).   
When called to give an account, all Peter can say is, “Who was I to think that I 
could oppose God?” (Acts11:17). The church responds, “God has granted even the 
Gentiles repentance unto life” (Acts 11:18). The work of the Holy Spirit made known the 
will of God.  
Gentile Church 
The conversion of Cornelius opened the early Church to the idea that Gentiles 
could repent and receive the Holy Spirit. The Antioch church and the ministry of Paul 
advanced the question of what the practice of faith should look like in a non-Jewish 
world. 
 The conversion of Paul shows God’s interest in the Gentile world. When 
Ananias, the disciple from Damascus, was directed by God to go to Paul, God revealed 
that Paul’s ministry would include the Gentile world (Acts 9:15-16). An element of 
anticipated conflict exists in this call. God acknowledges this conflict even alluding to the 
source of the conflict being cultural (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 20-21; 
Witherington, Paul’s Narrative Thought World 319).   
The first record of a Gentile work by the Jewish Christians came with the 
disciples dispersed by the persecution following the martyrdom of Stephen. The eleventh 
chapter of Acts tells of a separate and specific work begun among Greeks in the city of 
Antioch. Jewish Christians from the church in Jerusalem and Judea bring the gospel to 
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Jews in Phoenicia, Cyprus, and Antioch. These Cypriot and Cyrene Jewish Christians 
took the good news to the Antiochian Greeks. 
The Cypriot work in Antioch was remarkable and was brought to the attention of 
the Jerusalem church, which in turn sent Barnabas. Barnabas gave a positive assessment. 
Luke records, “He … saw the evidence of the grace of God, he was glad and encouraged 
them all to remain true to the Lord with all their hearts” (Acts 11:23). The inclusion of all 
is significant. Barnabas saw the evidence of God’s grace in the lives of Jews and Greeks 
alike. Barnabas ensures the success of the Antioch church by recruiting Paul from Tarsus. 
Paul teaches the faith to the first Gentile church. The result is that in Antioch for the first 
time the believers possess a separate identity from the Jewish community. They are 
known as Christians (Acts 11:26). From this church, the work spreads into the Gentile 
world. 
The church in Antioch sent Barnabas and Paul on a mission to the greater Roman 
Empire. Luke records that the Holy Spirit set Barnabas and Paul aside for this work (Acts 
13:2). In this first missionary journey, Barnabas and Paul first went to the Jewish 
community. When the Jewish community rejected the message of Jesus, Barnabas and 
Paul turned their attention to the Gentile community. 
The results of the mission journey were the conversion of many non-Jews to the 
faith. Beginning with Segius Paulus in Cyprus and continuing in Pisidan Antioch, 
Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe, Gentiles received the news about Jesus and churches were 
established (Acts 13-14).  
 The conversion of Gentiles to the faith brought persecution from the Jews. The 
persecution was so strong that Paul publicly broke with the Jews announcing such in the 
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synagogue (Acts 13:46). This persecution led to the expulsion of Paul and Barnabas from 
the region of Pisidan Antioch (Acts 13:50) and resulted in the stoning of Paul in Lystra 
(Acts 14:19). In spite of the persecution, churches were established and a rudimentary 
structure put in place with the appointing of elders to oversee the work (Acts 14:23). The 
conflict with the Jews and local authorities is a test for these early churches. Paul 
specifically told them tribulation made the door into the kingdom of God (Acts 14:22). 
From the emphasis Luke places on the events, his words give evidence that the break 
with Judaism is at hand. In Paul’s mind, Christianity is no longer a sect within Judaism; it 
stands on its own (Allen 21).  
At the end of the missionary journey, Paul and Barnabas returned to Syrian 
Antioch. They reported on their journey and how God opened a door of faith to the 
Gentiles (Acts 14:27). Luke perceives the results of the journey as the work of God. God 
opens the door to the Gentiles, not Paul or Barnabas. Paul and Barnabas offered the Jews 
first opportunity and response to the gospel. When the Jews rejected the gospel, Paul and 
Barnabas were free of the obligation to the Jews. Luke does not comment on how Jews 
come to faith, only that a door to faith is open to the Gentiles.  
Jerusalem Council 
Luke records the problem in Antioch as one between brothers (Acts 15:1). A 
sense of communion between those holding differing positions on the issue of 
circumcision exists. The appearance of a question of the legitimacy concerning the 
Christian who follows the Mosaic Law or that of Paul and Barnabas is not evident. The 
question is the legitimacy of Gentile followers converted by the witness of Paul and 
Barnabas. The position of these Judean brothers was one must be circumcised according 
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to the custom of Moses in order to be saved. Paul and Barnabas contested this position. 
The controversy is sharp, so much so that Witherington believes it is the same event as 
the one Paul recollects in Galatians 2:11-13 (Acts of the Apostles 444). This dispute’s 
resolution was of such importance to the Antioch church that Paul and Barnabas are sent 
to Jerusalem in hope of bringing clarity from the apostles and other church leaders 
residing there (Acts 15:2). 
 Circumcision represented to first century culture an assent to the Mosaic Law. It 
purposely set the Jew and early Christian believer apart from the popular culture of their 
day. The Greco-Roman culture recognized circumcision as the mark of a Jew. The 
practice of circumcision was foreign to Greco-Romans and worthy of note (Josephus 
869). No one circumcised was considered part of the prevailing Greco-Roman culture. 
  The idea of forcing circumcision was the general practice in Jewish culture for 
non-Jews who wanted to participate in the full worship of God and have full standing in 
the community. The Idummeans were either circumcised or exiled from Judea by John 
Hyrcanus (Josephus 394), and Aristobulus made the same demands on the Itureans (399). 
 The position that circumcision was not necessary in order to worship God or take 
part in Jewish life was not a debate limited to the early Church. Josephus spoke against 
forced circumcision and allowed for cultural differences as long as the central belief was 
the same. One could worship God without adopting the practices of the Jewish law (8), 
but the act of circumcision remained the norm.  
The proposition that one need not accept the culture found in the teachings of 
Moses and the prophets in order to be saved made the implications for living a moral life 
ambiguous. A moral standard for Gentile believers needed clarification. Salvation is 
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certainly the central issue, but the standard for behavior and ethics also was an issue. The 
best way to present the truth was the heart of mission and the issue with which the first 
church council wrestled and defined. At issue is not the good news of Jesus Christ but 
how the good news is most truthfully communicated.  
Acts 15:6-21 records the discussion of the question by the apostles and church 
leaders in Jerusalem. Luke alludes to the seriousness of the question when he notes the 
discussion took a great deal of time (Acts 15:7). Peter’s speech influences the leaders. He 
reminds them of the work God had already accomplished in the Gentile community. The 
mark of acceptance is God giving his Holy Spirit and remains true whether the person is a 
Jew or a Gentile (Acts 15:7-9). Peter concludes by reminding the apostles and leaders 
that they themselves do not successfully comply with the law. To make the Gentile bear 
an impossible burden angers God. God graciously saved them by the work of Jesus in the 
same way he saved the Jews (Acts 15:10, 11). This graciousness, the act of Christ’s 
coming and saving, is the heart of the Christian faith (Witherington, Acts of the Apostles 
837). 
Peter’s statement and the careful account of Paul and Barnabas usher in a new 
reality. When culture is considered, the question is not of Hebraic or Greek culture, but 
the culture of Christ. Christ introduces a new reality, and that reality is the saving act of 
Jesus Christ. The question, then, is turned, and is no longer, what the cultural constraints 
of a believer are, but how the reality of Christ is expressed in the culture of the receiver. 
The decree of James in Acts 15:13-21 centers on the point of expressing the 
culture of Christ in a non-Jewish world. James concludes the best way of expressing the 
culture of Christ is accomplished by reminding Gentile Christians to live out their faith 
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by avoiding idolatry and sexual immorality. In matters of culture, Gentile Christians are 
free to live as they see fit as long as they live according to the teachings of Christ and 
maintain these two prohibitions. When the Church in Antioch received the letter from 
James stating these two prohibitions and clarifying the essentials of faith, they were 
pleased and encouraged (Acts 15:31). 
The question of culture and faith would remain the most important issue facing 
the apostolic church. Paul wrote in his epistles defending the Gentile Christians’ right to 
live apart from the Jewish law. This issue would remain in the forefront of the church 
along with persecution until the rise of Gnosticism at the end of the first century. 
Biblical Precedents: Conclusion 
The biblical precedents presented show the central mission of the church as 
making disciples. Jesus commanded it and the Holy Spirit empowers it. Jesus promises to 
abide with the church to the completion of the task. 
Making disciples is always at hand, and disciple making is the current issue of the 
church. Jesus wants people as disciples in whatever the current Jerusalem or end of the 
earth is. Sometimes the church reaches people living in the same culture as the church, 
and the church sometimes must cross cultures in order to share the good news.   
 The history of the early Church with the model of St. Paul and the Council of 
Jerusalem reminds Christians that they live in a new culture. The culture of Jesus 
transcends social, political, ethnic, or economic cultures. The Great Commission does not 
call people to a particular anthropological culture; they are called to a relationship with 
the living Christ who transcends culture. The cultures of the first century Jew and Greco-
Roman no longer exist, but the culture of Christ does. 
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Winner United Methodist Church effectively reaches people in the prevailing 
culture. It is yet to reach effectively people in the Native American culture. Winner is a 
bicultural community, and the largest unchurched segment resides in the Native 
American culture and community. Fulfilling the Great Commission for Winner United 
Methodist means crossing cultures.  
Missiological Precedents: Cross-Cultural Ministry 
 Recognizing the need of fulfilling the Great Commission and actually fulfilling it 
are two different things. John 3:16 sets the focus of the gospel on God’s universal love 
for all people and God’s particular love and care for each individual (Van Engen). Rev. 
John Root, rector of St. James Church in Alperton, says that proclaiming the universality 
of the Christian gospel in a “kaleidoscope of cultures, religion, worldviews and 
moralities” is difficult for a single culture church, which he thinks rightfully can be seen 
as offensive and imperialist in its lack of diversity. Nevertheless, when the same message 
comes from an ethnically mixed church, the message has credibility (qtd. in Root). 
The universality of the gospel is St. John’s vision of heaven. Christ brings 
together people “from every tribe and language and people from every nation” (Rev. 5:9; 
7:9). The reality of heaven is what the church prays for as reality on earth. 
 The task is “going and making disciples” of Native Americans in the Winner area 
so that Native American disciples can reach other Native Americans for Jesus Christ. The 
first particular of the missiological precedent reviewed is a basic understanding of the 
anthropological themes of worldview and culture. The second particular is a review of 
engagement theories and practices for cross-cultural ministry. 
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Crossing Cultural Barriers: Differing Worldviews 
The purpose of the Church is to make disciples for Jesus Christ. The church was 
directly commissioned by Jesus to do so (Matt. 28:16-20). The Church confronted the 
problem of cultural diversity and pronounced its acceptance of cultural diversity while 
holding to the sacred meaning of the salvific act of Jesus Christ in the Council of 
Jerusalem (Acts 15:1-35). “Christian faith is composed of sacred meaning not sacred 
forms. The Kingdom of God is one meaning with many forms” (Whiteman). As the 
church readies for the ministry ahead, the themes of “cultural form and intended 
meaning” are significant. Teaching the intended meaning that Jesus is the Christ, the 
Savior of the world, while being mindful of cultural forms, conveys the faith across 
cultural lines. 
Determining what is cultural and what is gospel is essential. Though the church 
begins with the truth that all people can be saved and redeemed by the act of Jesus Christ, 
this truth is filtered through the evangelist’s worldview. In the case of the Winner United 
Methodist Church context, it is a Euro-American worldview. This filter mixes the sacred 
meaning and Euro-American worldview so that distinguishing what is gospel and what is 
culture is difficult. Likewise, the Native Americans receive the gospel through their 
worldview filters. The interviews with Native Americans inform the Euro-American 
culture of Native American beliefs and perceptions of church. By hearing and 
understanding the Native American perceptions, the Euro-American congregation can be 
better informed and more welcoming. 
 Sharing the Gospel means crossing cultural barriers. Difficulties may be 
encountered, the first is differing worldviews. Worldview is the central governing 
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concepts and values that give meaning to culture. Worldview is more basic than religion. 
Worldview tells what is and is not; religion gives the content of reality (Whiteman). 
Worldviews are learned in the first five years of life, are learned subconsciously, and are 
consequently very resistant to change (Lingenfelter and Mayers 20). Worldview is the 
intersection between objective realities and culturally agreed-upon perception of reality. 
When individuals learn their own culture, through indoctrination, inspired by free will, 
individuals follow the constraints of the culture. The person in a specific culture then 
equates cultural nature with human nature (Burnett 30-33; Whiteman). 
 Different cultures perceive reality differently and have different worldviews. 
Differing worldviews are the core difficulty in cross-cultural and cross-ethnic interaction. 
Failing to recognize these differences leads people to “superficial stereotyping and the 
belief that one’s own values and behaviors are natural and universal” (Stewart and 
Bennett 6).  
The second barrier is that of nonverbal behavior. Nonverbal behavior carries 
important messages. These messages are the communication that accompanies the verbal 
message. The importance of the nonverbal message cannot be underestimated. Voice, 
gestures, eye contact, and touching are the direct expressions of emotions (Stewart and 
Bennett 57). Nonverbal messages make up 75 percent of communication, and the tone 
used and the body languages exhibited are more important than the actual words spoken 
(Whiteman).  
Nonverbal behaviors communicate attitudes. They communicate the speaker’s 
self-image or concept, attitude toward the hearer, and something of the speaker’s attitude 
about the verbal message. “The nonverbal speaks louder than spoken words and will 
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determine whether the gospel spoken will receive a hearing” (Whiteman). 
Recipients of the message interpret nonverbal communication according to the 
custom of their culture. The message received from the nonverbal behavior can be quite 
different from the intended message sent. Euro-Americans interpret direct eye contact as 
a sign of sincerity and honesty. A person using a sweep of the eyes and then a shifting or 
downcast eye is suspect in Native American culture; a direct gaze is rude and aggressive. 
If a man holds eye contact with a woman outside his family, the contact is viewed as 
sexually promiscuous (Stewart and Bennett 58). 
Culture Defined 
Effective evangelism begins with deep personal relationships. In order to have a 
deep personal relationship with someone of another culture an understanding of the 
nature of that person’s culture must exist. If people do not understand the nature of 
culture, then people do not understand the nature of ministry (Elmer 13).  
Culture is the entire human-made environment: “It is the conceptual design, the 
definitions by which people order their lives, and interpret their experiences and evaluate 
the behavior of others” (Lingenfelter and Mayers 18). The creation of culture separates 
people from all other animals. Humans are the only animals created in the image of God. 
This fact places humankind in a special relationship with God and places upon them a 
special command. The Creator wants to create a being analogous to himself, to whom he 
can speak, who will listen and speak to him. The Creator’s desire remains true despite all 
human differences; every person is created in the image of God (Westermann 10). 
 David J. Bryant sees humankind’s use of imagination as central to the imago Dei, 
the image of God, and it plays a fundamental role in humankind’s interactions with the 
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environment (35). This phenomena lead to ideas, which result in behavior, and behavior 
has its own results, which are best seen in the creation of material and nonmaterial 
products. Every culture as the product of imagination shows some degree of imago Dei 
and some degree of the fall of humankind. 
Attributes of Culture 
 Culture is learned. Humans have the longest infancy in the animal kingdom 
because, of all animals, they have the most to learn. Beyond biological need, all human 
behavior is learned (Whiteman).  
  Culture is shared person to person and generation to generation. Being an 
accepted member of society means the individual understands and adopts the culture. 
This sharing makes culture the model people use in relating to their world and 
environment. It becomes a mental map. “The mental map guides us. It helps us make our 
way in society. It gives us the answers to life’s questions” (Whiteman). Because culture is 
shared, it ensures that culture continues beyond the life span of the individuals in the 
society. 
 Culture is the integration of three main systems. These systems are ideology; 
economy and technology; and, finally, social relations. Persons are taught the ideal 
pattern of these systems, but a behavior pattern of these systems is lived. Varying degrees 
of behavior are accepted in a society. The closer a cultural ideal and practice are to one 
another, the more stable the society is. Every society falls short of its ideals. Cultures are 
constructed on two main levels: the universal level, which is the core of a culture, and 
specialties.  
Ideals, habits, and conditioned emotional responses are common to all members 
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of a society. When all members of a society agree on a specific type of practice (i.e. 
acceptable dress or syntax of language) or an ideal, that ideal or practice is considered 
universal. This level is universal because all members agree on the ideal or practice.  
Specialties are the elements of culture shared by certain recognized social groups 
within a culture. As with universals, these ideals, habits, and responses are recognized 
and accepted by society’s members. Examples of a specialty would be cultural 
differences between the genders, age groups, professions, or social classes.  
Within every culture, alternative ideals, habits, and conditioned emotional 
responses subsist. These alternatives are traits and ideals held by some but not all in the 
society. A limited number of members of a cultural group recognize as acceptable these 
differences. Closely linked to alternative culture are individual peculiarities. Individual 
peculiarities usually result from the personal experience of the individual and often from 
experience in early childhood. 
Comparison of Euro-American and Native American Values and Worldview 
Themes 
Before effective ministry across cultural lines can develop, the conveyer must 
understand his or her own culture. Next, the conveying disciple needs a level of cultural 
awareness of the people the disciple hopes to reach.  
The culture of Winner United Methodist Church shares most of the universal level 
values of the Euro-American middle-class culture. Edward C. Stewart and Milton J. 
Bennett and Robert N. Bellah et al. identify the Euro-American values that create the 
universal givens of a Euro-American reality. These universals are somewhat modified by 
the specialties created by a rural agricultural environment and economy. Most notably of 
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these specialties are a keen tie to the land and a sense of place. The tie to the land and a 
sense of place preclude high mobility for the people of Winner. Because of the tie to 
place, a sense of survival is created when confronted with unreliable economics and ever-
changing weather patterns. Moving away because times are tough is not an option, 
taming the uncontrollable is the option. 
Science and technology are ways of controlling or modifying nature. Because of a 
dependence on science and technology in the Winner culture (e.g., genetically modified 
plants, hormone implants for cattle, and universal tracking systems for farming and 
travel), the cultural values come from a modern viewpoint even though much of the 
universal Euro-American culture is adopting a postmodern view.  
David Burnett’s Clash of the Worlds gives a basic understanding of the primal 
worldview. Though Native American culture and worldview are not purely primal, they 
are a basis on which Native culture evolved. Bernard T. Adeney created a continuum 
model of cultural values. By examining the primal worldview and then using Adeney’s 
continuum, a comparison of Euro and Native American values is possible.  Adeney’s 
categories of Cosmos, Social, and Individual are used in making the comparison. 
Cosmos 
 Cosmos is the world and environment in which a society and individual exist.  
Euro-American. Euro-Americans tend to view the world as rational and orderly. 
Euro-American culture accepts Cartesian dualism. Spirit or soul is distinct from matter or 
body. Science deals with questions of matter, and religion deals with questions of spirit. 
The world can be explained and controlled. 
Nature is an object, a resource to be used and enjoyed. Euro-Americans extract 
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from the natural world the materials needed for making human life both pleasurable and 
profitable. Exploitation and conservation of the natural world are the concerns of Euro-
Americans. 
Time is a resource. It is mono-chronic, linear, and measurable. Efficiency, 
productivity, and planning are the ways the resource of time is used. Euro-Americans 
control their responses to future events by planning for them in the present. 
Native American. Native Americans tend to view the world as both spiritual and 
material. Dualism does not exist between spirit or soul and matter or body. Spiritual and 
physical conditions are harmonious and part of the whole.  
Nature is an expression of God and, as such, is a power to be served or appeased. 
Nature controls people and must be treated with respect. It is held in reverence and fear. 
Time is immeasurable, cyclical, and polychronic. Native Americans respond to 
time rather than try to dominate it. The present and the past are the foci of life. Living in 
the moment in harmony and acceptance are the goals. 
Social 
 Social is the community in which an individual exists. 
 Euro-American. Euro-Americans tend to value equality, independence, and self-
determination. Individual rights and personal freedom exercised in a democratic society 
are priorities and form the basic framework for civil society. These same values and 
priorities are the philosophical underpinnings of family relationships. 
 Power and status are acquired by achievement. A belief in the American dream 
gives a sense of hope that anyone can achieve power and success through hard work and 
virtue. Equal rights and opportunity ensure a fair competition where success rewards the 
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most competent. Youthful energy and a striving for excellence are admired virtues. 
 Euro-American culture holds production and profit as central values. A person’s 
worth is in what he or she produces. Production is a measurable commodity. Euro-
Americans commend efficiency, pragmatism, and expertise. 
Native American. Native Americans tend to value honor and loyalty. Doing 
one’s duty and living harmoniously with others is the basic framework for a civil society. 
Families tend to be matrilineal and authoritarian.  
 Power and status tend to be acquired by ascription with deference given to age. A 
belief that all are related remains; life is better when everyone works together and 
remembers their duty and position. Social harmony, solidarity, and respect are priorities. 
Benevolence and age with wisdom are admired virtues.  
 Native American culture holds relationships and social cohesion as central values. 
Strengthening relationships and maintaining harmony are the goals. Sensitivity, 
friendliness, and flexibility are admired virtues. 
Individual 
 Individual represents the sense of self and personal identity within the group and 
society. 
Euro-American. Euro-Americans’ core identity is the self. Personal achievement 
is the measure of worth. Authenticity is valued and self-respect is a virtue.  
Euro-American culture accepts twofold judgments. Cultural judgments are spoken 
by use of logical contrast (i.e., moral vs. immoral; legal vs. illegal; clean vs. dirty). The 
use of twofold judgments creates the impression that the held value is an absolute value; 
therefore difficulty exists when a person holds parallel values. 
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 Euro-American culture categorizes behavior in universals and absolutes; 
consequently, Euro-American culture bases relationships on the idea of right and wrong. 
Euro-American culture tends to be inner directed and guilt oriented.  
Native American. Native Americans’ core identity is as members of the group.  
Group success and achievement are valued as are conformity and distributive justice.   
Native American culture accepts a holistic view of reality. Judgments are 
subjective and contextual with an emphasis on what is harmonious.  
The culture tends to be outer directed and shame oriented. Fulfilling one’s duty 
and avoiding conflict are priorities. Discretion and consideration of others are virtues. 
Conclusion. Though these evaluations of Euro and Native American values are 
broad and somewhat lacking in nuance, understanding these values as central to Euro and 
Native American cultures helps avoid persons’ mistakes when cross-cultural ministry is 
attempted. Neither Euro-American nor Native American culture is monolithic. Variations 
of value occur even in a relatively small community such as Winner.  
Awareness of these values held by Euro and Native American cultures is central 
to avoiding misunderstandings and false judgments. Understanding these values and 
acknowledging them moves these values from the implicit to the explicit for the cross-
cultural minister. The influence of these values is perceived and acknowledged, and their 
influence on Euro-American behavior and the quality of relationships they afford is 
evaluated. When a differing culture such as Native American culture is engaged the basis 
of engagement is not judgmental—how deviant is this culture —but rather on the basis of 
the uniqueness of the new culture—how does this group of people perceive reality. The 
gospel finds meaning by applying the values of the new culture rather than conforming 
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the engaged culture to Euro-American culture. Understanding these values allows the 
individual the opportunity to evaluate them in light of the gospel. 
Incarnational Model 
 Most people find comfort by remaining in their culture of origin. When a person 
engages in cross-cultural ministry, the comfortable is left behind. The nature of the task is 
becoming personally immersed with peoples who are different. Sherwood G. Lingenfelter 
and Marvin K. Mayers suggest the best model is that of incarnation. The incarnational 
model means the cross-cultural disciple undergoes a drastic personal and social 
reorientation. “They must enter a culture as if they were children—helpless and 
dependent, and ignorant of everything from customs of eating and talking to patterns of 
work, play, and worship. And they must do this in the spirit of Christ” (117).   
The beginning step in becoming incarnational is for the person crossing the 
culture to accept without reservation that God created them and what God has done is 
good: “If we do not accept the goodness of his [God’s] work in our lives, we will likely 
not trust his future work in us. Chronic self-rejection is the greatest barrier to becoming 
incarnate in another culture” (Lingenfelter and Mayers 119). 
The second step in becoming incarnational is accepting the host culture as a valid 
way of life. The host culture is not perfect any more than Euro-American culture is 
perfect. Accepting as valid does not mean accepting something that is morally wrong as 
valid and right. The Bible does speak to right and wrong. The idea that Scripture can 
judge nothing must be rejected (Elmer 24). 
The issue in crossing cultures is the tendency to judge cultural differences as 
wrong and to do so with so little thought or understanding (Elmer 25). Accepting the 
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validity of a different way of life allows the disciple to suspend judgment on cultural 
practices. The disciple learns and participates in the host culture. While living a new 
culture, the disciple keeps Christ’s focus, making disciples and transforming persons and 
communities into living bodies of Christ and being alive to the Spirit (Lingenfelter and 
Mayers 120). 
Engagement Theories and Practices of Cross-Cultural Ministry 
The Winner church has a number of options when considering the structure of 
integrating Native Americans into the church body. One option is inviting Native 
Americans to participate fully in the existing worship and structure of the church. This 
option is the existing policy of Winner United Methodist Church. It is ineffective.  
The Native Americans who attend the church are married to Euro-Americans or 
are multiethnic. Ethnicity is not the decisive factor in a willingness to participate in the 
church. The decisive factor is culture. Those in the Native American community who 
view themselves as part of the Euro-American culture or have familial ties to that culture 
participate in the Winner church. Those who view themselves as Native Americans 
culturally do not. The exception is one man who has no familial ties to Euro-Americans 
and considers himself culturally Native American. He remains faithful to the church 
because of his conversion through the work of the former pastor of the church and the 
director of the Tri-County Halfway House. The ineffectiveness of this option leaves the 
options of developing a separate service within the Winner church or planting an 
independent congregation whose ties to the Winner United Methodist Church and the 
United Methodist denomination would need to be determined. 
The second option is creating a separate service sensitive to Native American 
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culture and practice while inviting Native Americans to participate fully in an integrated 
structure of the church. Investment in leadership training and development takes 
precedence over property and buildings (Miller). Where possible the leaders of the Native 
American service should be Native American. Winner United Methodist’s existing 
congregation sponsors the new service and supports the development financially and 
prayerfully (Appleby).   
Strengths of this option are 
1. Each service is sensitive to the cultural norms of the worshippers; 
 
2. Combined services are held to promote unity; 
3.  Financial responsibility is established in the ethnic congregation, and the 
giving of the Native American members goes to ministry not to the rental of a facility; 
4. Native American members have access to the resources of the entire church; 
5. The governing boards integrate; and, 
6.   Sunday school and youth activities are integrated promoting greater unity in 
the future. 
 Finally, Winner United Methodist Church could plant a separate and independent 
congregation whose denominational ties would be a matter for the Dakotas Conference of 
the United Methodist Church and the Native American congregation to decide. The 
newly planted church decides how or if it connects to a judicatory. 
 This model is called a natural birth. A congregation decides to plant an ethnic 
church geographically removed from the planting church (Appleby). This model is 
preferable when a specific spiritual need is in an ethnic neighborhood that is not being 
met by another ethnic church. It also makes worship possible within the ethnic 
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communities that do not have the means of attending the planting church. This model is 
preferable when the differences in socioeconomics between the two cultures create a 
barrier (Appleby).  
Strengths of this option are 
1.   Congregational members of the planting church view their financial assistance 
as mission giving; 
2.   The new Native American congregation has access to the planting church 
facility for special occasions; 
3.   The sponsoring church has a timeline and plan for the length and amount of 
support given; and, 
4.   The Native American church has access to the expertise of the leaders of the 
planting church. 
The possibility of a multiethnic, multicultural church in Winner, South Dakota, is an 
exciting vision. A review of the existing state of racial and cultural diversity within the 
universal Church will give a sense of the possibility becoming a reality. 
Role of the Pastor of the Winner United Methodist Church as Cultural Bridge 
 Regardless of engagement theory used by Winner United Methodist Church or the 
desire to minister incarnationally, the first step to an active ministry with the Native 
American community is across a cultural bridge. Examining Winner, South Dakota, the 
most promising bridge is the senior pastor of the Winner United Methodist Church. The 
pastor of the church is one person who has respect in both cultures. Native Americans 
revere clergy and see them as a persons willing to help when trouble comes and the Euro 
American culture engage the pastor as chaplain of the community and as personal pastor 
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for the attendees of the church. No ministry can be successful as long as it centers in one 
individual, but no group can engage without someone creating the avenues of exchange. 
 Creating a bridge begins with communication. Communication does not take 
place in a vacuum; it always occurs in the context of social relationships (Hiebert 227). 
Social relationships take time and commitment. The relationship is expected by the 
church community because they employ the pastor, but for the pastor to act as a bridge to 
the Native American community then the church must allow time for the pastor to engage 
in a meaningful way in that community. 
 Next, the pastor must be willing to broker culture. The role of the person acting as 
the cultural bridge is to communicate and interoperate the values of one culture to the 
other. Paul G. Hiebert states that the difficulty for a culture broker is that the position is 
lonely. Sometimes the people the culture broker is trying to engage are mistrustful, 
because there is difficulty trusting someone else with the values or needs in which people 
are invested (229). 
 Acting as a cultural bridge between the Native and Euro-American communities 
is important in Winner. The cultures have grown farther apart and outside of service at a 
fast food restaurant or needing an odd job done, little, if any, community interaction on 
the part of the attendees of the United Methodist Church and the Native American 
community exists. When the cultures do interact and the interaction involves an attendee 
of the church outside of the mentioned activities, it is a circumstance where the church 
attendee is in a position of power or authority. The attendee is the doctor or nurse; the 
Native American is the patient. The attendee is the funeral director; the Native American 
is the grieving family. The attendee is the principal or teacher, and the Native American 
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is the student or the student’s guardian. Other circumstances of interaction between 
Native Americans and the church attendees are times when the attendee is dispensing a 
benefice at the food pantry or at a church or community function serving the public. In 
my five years in the Winner community, I cannot think of one time that the benefactor or 
person of power is the Native American and the recipient an Euro-American attendee of 
the church, that is outside of myself. 
 An unspoken belief on both the parts of the Native Americans and the Euro-
Americans is that the Native American community has nothing of value to share with the 
white community. Both cultures lack in understanding of the other. 
Lack of Ethnic and Cultural Diversity in the Religious Community 
 Kevin D. Dougherty, of Calvin College, says a common perception remains that 
the church is among the most segregated of American institutions (65). The Multiracial 
Congregations Project, which took a nationally representative sample of 488 
congregations, concluded that only 8 percent of Christian churches were multiracial in 
1999. A church is multiracial if no one racial group makes up more than 80 percent of its 
membership (Emerson). The most successful churches at developing multiracial 
congregations are the Roman Catholics who base their parish system geographically and 
the Pentecostals whose unifying force is the form of worship (Dougherty; Emerson). 
Though Roman Catholics and Pentecostal groups may claim some success in developing 
multiracial congregations or parishes, the fact remains that 92 percent of the local 
congregations in the United States remain segregated. Almost 43 percent of churches are 
monochromatic (Dougherty 74). 
 Donald A. McGavran’s “Homogeneous Unit Principle,” which states people “like 
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to become Christians without crossing racial, linguistic, or class barriers” (198), is 
holding true in more than the area of church growth. Though this principle is considered 
controversial, it seems to describe the reality of the church (McConnell 388). People 
attract like people.   
 The culminating view of the church is not the homogeneous unit described by 
McGavran. McGavran advocates the principle as a means of bringing nonbelievers into a 
relationship with Jesus Christ. He believes that as Christian disciples mature in faith they 
will “lose their inclinations toward racism and prejudice” (32). Racial and cultural issues 
lose their importance. Christian liberty should lead to Christian unity. McGavran’s 
predictions of Christian maturation do not appear to be happening. The Homogeneous 
Unit Principle becomes a subcultural phenomenon, and the church fails to mature into the 
unified body McGavran envisions (McConnell 388-90). 
 The Homogenous Unit Principle becomes self-perpetuating. The connections and 
relationships people make are a matter of personal choice. These relationships and 
connections become an individual’s social network, and by adulthood, individuals have 
largely decided the size and scope of their networks. The individual makes these choices 
within the constraints of culture in which the individual lives. The cultural constraints aid 
in choosing relationships with others who hold similar views and are from the same 
social and economic class (McConnell 389; Whiteman).   
The social network is a matter of choice, choosing people most like the one 
making the choice, but the social network then begins working on the individual and the 
individual becomes more like the members of the social network. As the social network 
continues not only do members become more alike in attitudes, beliefs, and values, they 
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become more restricting and less tolerant of people who hold contrary attitudes, beliefs, 
and values. Interaction with other social networks is restricted, and the group takes on the 
self-perpetuating life of a subculture (McConnell 389).  
The church must make a conscious choice to break out of its established 
subculture. When the church retreats within a specific culture, the result is not only a 
segment of the world left without a witness but also a church guilty of an unchecked 
prejudice. In the cases where differing ethic or social groups are excluded, the church 
becomes guilty of an unchecked racism. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
 The theological and biblical research of this study provides the congregation with 
a foundation for cross-cultural ministry. Understanding the history of Lakota culture and 
current issues facing Native Americans of the Winner area better prepares Winner United 
Methodist Church as it engages in cross-cultural ministry. Understanding imago Dei and 
the biblical mandate for fulfilling the Great Commission anchors Winner United 
Methodist Church biblically and theologically. 
 The study of church growth and renewal relies heavily on qualitative research.  
Both Saddleback Valley Community Church and Willow Creek Community Church 
began with the founding pastors canvassing their respective geographic locations asking 
the residents for their perceptions of church. These qualitative interviews are a first step. 
Numerous churches successfully adapted Willow Creek’s and Saddleback’s surveys to 
their own locations and populations. Stoddard’s adaptation of these surveys is a model 
and inspiration for this study.   
Stoddard’s culture and location are similar in respect to Winner, South Dakota. 
Both Appalachia and the Dakotas are rural areas experiencing declining populations and 
economies. The difference between Stoddard’s Rainelle, West Virginia, and Winner, 
South Dakota, is that Winner United Methodist Church is in a vibrant time of growth. 
The community is in decline, but the church is growing. Though more can be done 
reaching the unchurched in the Euro-American community, Winner United Methodist 
recognizes the greatest single group of unchurched people in the community are Native 
Americans.  
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The cultural differences existing between the suburban communities of Chicago 
and Orange County and the differences between Appalachian culture and the Upper 
Plains diminish the application of the results of their case studies. No known case study 
of the Upper Plains has been recorded. The fact that Winner is a bicultural community 
and the United Methodist Church is committed to reaching the community for Christ 
makes the application of the qualitative interview an important first step in accomplishing 
the goal of reaching Winner for Christ. 
The principal research question of this study is, What are the primary self-
expressed conditions, expectations, assumptions, and experiences of unchurched Native 
Americans within Ideal and Lamro Townships and the city of Winner, South Dakota, that 
are offered as reasons individuals and households do not participate in local churches? 
In order to answer this question, a series of qualitative interviews with 
unchurched Native Americans living within Ideal and Lamro Townships and the city of 
Winner, South Dakota, were conducted. These interviews allow participants self-
expression of the reasons or circumstances for their nonparticipation in local churches. 
Hypothesis 
In surveys done among unchurched people in suburban areas of the United States, 
whether in Chicago, Southern California, or Dayton, Ohio, the conclusions were the 
same. Unchurched people view the church as depressing and irrelevant for their lives.  
They perceive that the church is more interested in money than in people. The church is 
so culturally out of touch it embarrasses itself. Though some validity to these perceptions 
may be applicable in Winner, South Dakota, and the Native American community, they 
do not tell the whole picture. The profile of an unchurched Native American in Winner, 
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South Dakota, looks different. 
Population 
The participants of this study were Native American households living in the 
geographic boundaries of Ideal and Lamro Townships in Tripp County, South Dakota, 
and within the city limits of Winner, South Dakota. This area is six miles east to west and 
twelve miles north to south. It encompasses the two largest Native American housing 
communities (groupings of houses built on Native American land and governed by tribal 
law and government) in Tripp County and the city of Winner itself. The majority of the 
Native Americans population living in Tripp County resides within these three 
geographic units. For this study, the population and sample were identical, every Native 
American household within the political boundaries of Ideal and Winner housing and the 
city of Winner. According to Ducheneaux, the area’s tribal representative on the Rosebud 
Tribal Council, approximately ninety to one hundred households are within the boundary 
with approximately five to six hundred individuals. An accurate number of Native 
American households is difficult to ascertain because of the mobile nature of the Native 
American society and the lack of home ownership of the majority of the community. 
For the purpose of this study, contact with sixty-five households constitutes a 
minimum sample. A household is any group of people who define themselves as a 
cultural unit or family. A household includes but is not limited to single individuals, 
single parent homes, traditional families, and extended families, especially homes 
encompassing grandparents or great grandparents as custodial caregivers of children. All 
households except those consisting of sole individuals also are identified by a resident 
dwelling. A resident dwelling includes single-family houses, mobile homes, and 
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apartments.  
 The survey was conducted during the month of June and the first week of July 
2005. The interviews took place between 12:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. No morning 
interviews were attempted. 
The protocol of the survey was a simple door-to-door pattern in the Ideal Indian 
Housing Community, Winner Indian Housing Community, Wagon Wheel Trailer Park, 
and Westside Mobile Home Park. Households in the residential areas of the city of 
Winner were located through verbal directions given by individuals, Winner Native 
American Advocacy Center, and personal knowledge. Every dwelling in Ideal and 
Winner Housing was visited. Every mobile home in Wagon Wheel and Westside Mobile 
Home Park identified as a Native American household was visited. The dwellings within 
Winner, South Dakota, identified as Native American households were visited. 
Individuals without permanent dwellings were interviewed on the street, in areas of 
congregation, and at the local jail. 
One visit was made per dwelling. Where no response occurred on the initial visit, 
no follow-up call was attempted. One visit was made with those without a permanent 
dwelling. 
 This door-to-door and person-to-person approach reaches a diverse sample of the 
local Native American population. Limiting interviews to a five-week period may have 
excluded some households away on business or vacation. Limiting interviews to the 
afternoon and evening may have excluded a small percentage of the population. 
Instrumentation 
The survey conducted by Stoddard at Rainelle, West Virginia, and modeled on the 
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work conducted by Hybels and associates prior to the creation of Willow Creek 
Community Church provided the basis of this study. The basic study was modified in 
consultation with Rev. Moore of White Eagle Academy and Mr. Kindle, former Tribal 
Chairman of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, after the pretest at Horse Creek Indian Housing 
Community, Mellette County. Surveys done cross-culturally have inherent limitations as 
encoding the message and decoding the response are contingent on cognitive processes 
and linguistic forms. Behavior patterns and social structures limit the accessibility of 
participants. 
Three primary questions formed the basis of the survey. Did the respondents 
identify themselves with a local church? If they did identify themselves with a local 
church, did they regularly attend that church? If the respondents did not identify with a 
local church or did not attend the local church they identified as their church home, what 
did they believe was the cause that led them to the decision not to participate in the 
church? These three questions provided the basis for the study. 
Interview Design 
Prior to the pretest conducted at Horse Creek Community, Mellette County, South 
Dakota, and consulting with Rev. Moore and Mr. Kindle, I developed the following 
interview protocol. 
Question:  Hi, I am Ross Reinhiller, the pastor of Winner United Methodist 
Church. I am conducting a survey on churches. Are you willing to help me by answering 
a couple of questions? 
Anticipated Responses: “Yes” or “No.” If the response is “yes,” then, “Thanks, I 
appreciate your willingness.” I then continue to the next question. If the answer is “no,” 
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then again express appreciation for their time and move on to the next house. 
Question: Are you active in a local church? 
Anticipated Responses: “Yes” or “No.” If the answer is “yes,” then an expression 
of appreciation is given, and I move on to the next dwelling. If the answer is “no,” then I 
will proceed to the next question. 
Question: There are many reasons why people do not attend or become active in a 
church. What would you say are the things that keep you from attending church? 
Anticipated Responses: The participants will share an experience or problem in 
their lives. The participants will give a reason or a personal preference that keeps them 
from attending.    
Question: If a church (here restate and respond to the participants’ previous 
answer) could meet your felt need, would you attend? 
This question accomplishes two objectives. It invites the participants’ 
confirmation of my understanding of their felt need. It shows their felt need is significant 
to the church and me. 
Anticipated Responses: “Yes” or “No.” If the answer to the question is “yes,” 
then the interview is complete. If the response is “no,” then follow up with one 
concluding question. 
Question: Are there other things that make it difficult for you to attend or that 
would keep you from ever becoming active in a local church? 
Following the answering of this question, the interview concludes. A statement of 
appreciation is offered, and I move on to the next house. 
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Data Collection 
Responses were recorded on 3 x 5 cards during or at the conclusion of the 
interview. After my return to the parsonage, I transferred the responses from the cards to 
the computer with a notation of the day and location of the interview. Confidentiality was 
not implied in the interviews, however, if a participant made a statement I wanted to 
quote, specific permission was asked. If the participant was willing, the quote was 
recorded. If the participant declined, no direct quote was recorded. 
Pretest 
A pilot survey was conducted at the Horse Creek Community in Mellette County, 
South Dakota. Horse Creek is the Indian housing community two miles south of White 
River, South Dakota. White River is the county seat of Mellette County and is most 
similar to Winner and the Indian housing communities that surround it. The survey took 
place 9 May 2005. The survey was linked to a pastoral call made in Wood, South Dakota, 
earlier that day. The survey time took approximately ninety minutes. 
The purpose of the pretest was to interview several Native American households 
using the questions noted. The pretest was an opportunity to check the validity and 
effectiveness of those questions. I did not read the questions but attempted to quote them 
verbatim. During the pilot, survey questions could be adapted or rewritten resulting in 
more clarity. 
Horse Creek Indian Housing Community consists of twenty houses arranged in a 
loop. Houses are located on both the inside and outside of the loop with lots running an 
acre or an acre and a half. The twenty houses of Horse Creek are single-family dwellings. 
All dwellings were approached with the following results: 
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1.   Four of the dwellings were abandoned; 
2.   Seven households did not answer the door; 
3.   Three households refused to participate; 
4.   Five households identified themselves as part of a local church. Three of these 
households identified themselves as Roman Catholic, one household as Indian Mission 
and one as Episcopal; and, 
5.   One household acknowledged they were not active in a local church. The 
reason they gave was that they follow the “Indian Way.” 
Adjustments to the Interview Design 
The results of the pretest illumined a need for numerous changes to the interview 
and survey design. In order to make the necessary adjustments, I consulted Mr. Kindle. I 
explained what the process was in attempting the survey. I informed him of the results, 
especially the seven households that did not answer the door, and I asked him about the 
five households that identified themselves as active in a local church. I asked for his 
advice. 
Mr. Kindle informed me that because my vehicle was unknown in the community, 
the residents probably assumed I was from a collection agency, social services, or 
perhaps involved in some form of illicit activity. Looking at the vehicle, a 1999 Dodge 
Caravan with a conversion package, the people believed I was probably a bill collector or 
from social services. He also informed me that he was sure, though doors were not 
opened, a keen observation was taking place. If I were to return to Horse Creek in a day 
or two, the reception would be different. Many outside people come and go in Indian 
housing, and very few have good intentions.   
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Mr. Kindle suggested that in a future survey some other follow-up question be 
added. He informed me that Indian people identify with, but do not actively participate 
in, church. Mr. Kindle suggested that I contact Rev. Moore of Mission, South Dakota.  
Rev. Moore, in Mr. Kindle’s estimation, could better help me in the “religious” part of 
my survey. I thanked Mr. Kindle. On 10 May 2005, I called Rev. Moore. He is an 
enrolled member of the Rosebud Tribe. I explained the research I was doing and asked 
for his advice.  
Rev. Moore shared that native people are spiritual people. Being spiritual is the 
Indian way of life. The first question of the survey should acknowledge who I am and 
what my objective is. When approaching a participant, I should greet them with a 
handshake and a smile. If invited into the home, I should not refuse and should be sure to 
eat or drink what is offered. Hospitality is important in the Lakota tradition and being a 
gracious guest is equally important. His view was that in the Winner area my reception 
would be different. In Winner, he was sure most of the Native American community 
would already know me. Asking for the help of the contact person acknowledges their 
position of authority or power in the survey. Making the time of meeting less business 
like will be more comfortable for the person being approached. Use of humor is also a 
good way of putting people at their ease. 
Because of our conversation, my introduction to the participating household 
changed: 
Original Question: Hi, I am Ross Reinhiller, the pastor of Winner United 
Methodist Church. I am conducting a survey on churches. Are you willing to help me by 
answering a couple of questions? 
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Adjusted Question: (Greet with a smile; extend a hand during the introduction) 
Hi, I am Ross Reinhiller. I am the pastor of the United Methodist church in town 
(Winner). Ministers have their ideas of people being in church, but I don’t think we ask 
people how they feel about church. I am doing a study on people’s relationship to church. 
Would you be willing to help me by answering a few questions about your views of 
church?   
The changes to the introduction give more time to become acquainted. The 
changes also acknowledge who I am and a common view of ministers adding a bit of 
self-deprecating humor. Changing from “are you willing” to “would you be willing” 
makes the request less demanding and friendlier. 
Original Question 2: Are you active in a local church? 
Adjusted Question 2: Do you belong to a local church? 
This change is an appropriate adjustment to the first question. It complies with 
Rev. Moore and Mr. Kindle’s statements that many Native Americans identify with a 
church by tradition but do not attend.  
Rev. Moore noted that many people have hard feelings toward the church, 
especially the Roman Catholic and, to some extent, the Episcopal Church because of the 
treatment they received at the boarding school. The hard feelings also exist because in the 
early days these denominations seemed more concerned about making Indians into white 
people than making them Christians. Despite these hard feelings, they still identify with 
the church of their family tradition. 
Added Question: Do you attend church regularly?  
The question allows the respondents’ acknowledgement of a church affiliation 
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without assuming an active participation. The question gives the participants the 
opportunity to address hurts or grievances with the church in the following question. 
Original Question 3: There are many reasons why people do not attend or become 
active in a church. What would you say are the things that keep you from attending or 
becoming active in church? 
This question needs no adjustment. 
Original Question 4: If a church (here restate and respond to the participants’ 
previous answer) could meet your felt need, would you attend? 
Rev. Moore believes question 4 will be the most difficult question for Native 
Americans to answer. Making an active statement about a future event is not part of 
Native American culture. Native Americans do talk about future events, but little about 
specific future activity. 
Original Question 5: Are there other things that make it difficult for you to attend 
or that would keep you from ever becoming active in a local church?” 
Adjusted Question 5:  In closing the survey, I asked a final question concerning 
the participants’ views on church. I asked the participants, “Was there anything else they 
would like to tell me or was there something you would like to ask me?”  
Mr. Kindle and Rev. Moore suggested that by being willing to leave my agenda or 
by willing to answer a question posed by the participants, I would show personal concern 
for the participants. 
No adjustments were made on the question of the one demographic, nor was an 
adjustment made on the need for confidentiality. 
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Record Keeping 
 During the survey, I carried 3 x 5 cards. I asked permission to record the 
interview responses. Not every word of a response was recorded, and most responses 
were summarized. Following the interviews, I reviewed the responses and recorded any 
quotes. A record was made of every interview. The summary of the interviews noted not 
only the opinions expressed but also records the physical location of the interviews and 
condition of the places or dwellings, the number of people estimated present at the time 
of the interviews, and the general age category of the respondents. The information 
recorded on the 3 x 5 cards was then entered into my computer.   
Controls 
The door-to-door approach was used during the survey in the Indian housing 
communities located in Ideal and Lamro Townships and in the Wagon Wheel and West 
Side mobile home parks of the city of Winner, South Dakota. I made contact with Native 
American households in the Winner city limits with the help of Denise Felix at the Native 
American Advocacy Center and personal knowledge of some addresses. I made contact 
with individuals without personal dwellings by meeting them on the streets, visiting 
known points of congregation, and by visiting the local detention center. These three 
means of contact provided comprehensive coverage of the Native American population 
and households in the survey area.   
No surveys were executed in the morning hours; possibly a certain degree of 
universality was reduced. The surveys took place in the course of a month and a half; 
possibly some households were missed. Because of the mobile nature of the Native 
American community and the use of rental dwellings, certainly some households were 
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missed within the city limits of Winner, South Dakota. No remedy was made for the 
deficiencies in this study. 
Data Analysis 
Profiles of unchurched Native Americans come directly from the interview 
experience. In the interview process, broad categories of unchurched people were 
recognized. These broad categories were developed into composite profiles based on the 
information shared and broken down according to the demographic factors of age and 
gender. At the conclusion of the survey period, I prepared the composite descriptions, 
reflecting the unchurched Native American persons encountered. The composite model 
used by Willow Creek Community Church, Saddleback Community Church, and by 
Stoddard in his work in Rainelle, West Virginia, was used. 
The goals guiding the creation of the profiles are that each profile reflects a 
significant population of unchurched people encountered in the survey. Each profile 
expresses the primary concern of the people forming the composite explaining their 
nonparticipation in church. Finally, the profile of the unchurched Native American is 
recognizable to the leaders and attendees of Winner United Methodist Church so that as 
the body of Christ they may find ways to engage the Native American individuals of their 
community. This knowledge is a first step in finding ways to address the felt need of the 
person met in the profile. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
Eighty-five Native American households were approached. These household 
dwellings included single-family homes, mobile homes, and apartments. Twelve 
participants with no permanent residences were surveyed; these individuals included 
people classified as vagrant and people incarcerated at the Tripp County jail. The 
participants without permanent residences were considered households for the purpose of 
this study bringing the total households approached to ninety-seven.  
Seventy households chose to participate in the survey. The number of participants 
actively participating in the survey was 103. The number of people present during the 
survey was approximately four hundred. Children and adults who were present but did 
not speak are not counted as active participants. Of the seventy households participating 
in the survey, the initial participant in forty-one of the households was male, and in 
twenty-nine households, the initial participant was female. The participant who engaged 
the survey first or the person to whom others in the household deferred was the initial 
participant.  
The number of households approached and the number of households responding 
exceeded the minimum sample of sixty-five households. The number of households and 
population seem congruent with Mr. Ducheneaux’s estimation of approximately ninety to 
one hundred households within the boundary including approximately five to six hundred 
individuals. An accurate number of Native American households is difficult to ascertain 
because of the mobile nature of the Native American society and the lack of home 
ownership by the majority of the community.  
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The geographic distribution of the households surveyed and number of people 
responding is as follows.  
Twenty-six households at the Ideal Indian Housing Community, Ideal Township 
were approached. Nineteen of these households responded to the survey. Thirty-three 
people responded to the survey with twenty-six identifying themselves as inactive in a 
church or unchurched. 
 Thirty-nine households at Winner Indian Housing Community, Lamro Township 
were approached. Twenty-four of these households responded to the survey. Thirty-nine 
people responded to the survey with thirty-six identifying themselves as inactive in a 
church or unchurched. 
Thirty-two households within the city limits of Winner, South Dakota were 
approached. Twenty-seven of these households responded to the survey. All vagrant and 
incarcerated households are within the city limits of Winner. Thirty-one people 
responded to the survey with twenty-six identifying themselves as inactive in a church or 
unchurched. 
Profile of Participants 
The number of participants responding to the survey was 103. The total number of 
male participants was fifty-five (53.4 percent). The total number of female participants 
was forty-eight (46.6 percent). The age and gender distribution is as follows: 
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Table 4.1. Age and Gender Distribution (N=103) 
Age Group Male (n) Female (n) 
10-19 11 13 
20-29 14 6 
30-39 10 10 
40-49 11 5 
50-59 8 8 
60-69 1 1 
70-79 0 3 
80-89 0 1 
90-99 0 1 
 
 
 
The participants’ responses to the survey attempting to answer the primary 
research question (What are the primary self-expressed conditions, expectations, 
assumptions, and experiences of unchurched Native Americans within Ideal and Lamro 
Townships and the city of Winner, South Dakota, that are offered as reasons individuals 
or households do not participate in local churches?) varied with age more than with 
gender. The profiles of the participants are drawn from the cumulative responses given 
and are grouped according to the general age group of the participants. The profiles of the 
fifty to fifty-nine and sixty to sixty-nine year old participants are combined because of the 
similarity of responses. The profiles of the seventy to ninety- nine-year-olds are 
combined because of the similarity of responses and shared gender of the participants. 
The other profiles take into account the age group and gender of the participants. The 
profiles are presented in the order of eldest to youngest age group and from female to 
male within the age group.  
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Seventy to Ninety-Nine-Year-Olds 
 The seventy to ninety-nine-year-olds constitute the smallest combined group of 
participants in the survey. All five women are widows. The responses to the questions 
were the most homogeneous of the groups.  
Health and age. All five women responding to the survey report deteriorating 
health as the main reason for their inactivity. The participants suffer from a number of 
chronic problems such as arthritis, macular degeneration, and diabetes. One of the 
women is a double amputee, and three of the women are on oxygen.   
All five women had been active in their respective churches. They were Sunday 
school teachers and sang in the choir. They raised their families in the church and had the 
support of their husbands who attended and were active in church. The church was not 
only the spiritual center of their lives but also an important social center.   
They explained that when the church was central in the community’s life, alcohol 
was not the problem it is now. In the past, some Indians drank, and none who drank could 
handle it. Those who drank knew they were doing wrong and the community chided them 
for it. When the government allowed alcohol on Indian reservations (sometime after 
World War II), everything changed. The women express regret and are concerned for the 
younger members of their families who are addicted and whose morals are “loose.” 
As alcohol became central to Native American gatherings, it pushed the church 
aside. One woman lamented the loss of her church at Bull Creek; without the church, she 
felt like she had no place to go. She “lost her home.” Another said, “When I was young, 
Indian men went to church and white men drank. Now white men go to church and 
Indian men and women drink.” 
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Three of the women are bicultural. Of all the participants interviewed, these 
women viewed their mixed racial heritage as a positive attribute. Their families are some 
of the oldest in the country; with pride, they point to the local history books that mention 
their families. They also take pride in their familial connections to historic Native 
Americans. 
Fifty to Sixty-Nine-Year-Olds  
Of the eighteen participants in these two age groups, seventeen identified 
themselves with a Christian church. One man practices Lakota religion and identifies 
himself as a “Traditional.” 
Prejudice. Participants who identified themselves as Christian articulated degrees 
of faith from a Christian agnostic perspective to a personal relationship with Christ. 
When asked what keeps them from participating, female and male participants identified 
one major issue—prejudice. The prejudice addressed is both historic and current. The 
participants’ perception of the local churches is they are unwelcoming to Native 
Americans and they are Euro-American dominated. The churches are viewed as not 
interested in the local needs of Native Americans and not willing to share power with 
Native Americans. Prejudice results in both disillusionment and disaffected unchurched 
participants. 
Fifty to sixty-nine year old women. Six of the women surveyed are Episcopalian 
and three are Roman Catholic. Though they identify with churches, the relationship is not 
positive. These women identified themselves as disillusioned and disaffected. 
Disillusionment. The participants described old hurts going back to boarding 
school days. The women spoke of abuse at the hands of the nuns such as beatings and 
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public ridicule. “They would mock our Indian ways.” When students asked the priest for 
help, he did nothing. School was the worst experience of a number of the women’s lives. 
“They did not care what I believed as long as I acted like a white girl.” 
The experience ended the faith of a number of the participants. The hypocrisy of 
the religious, “they do not practice what they preach,” and a sense of God’s 
abandonment, “They do not act like Jesus. Jesus did nothing to stop them,” left the 
participants disillusioned. 
Disaffected. Five of the participants identified prejudice within the local church 
as a reason why they do not attend. The Winner Episcopal Church does not want Indians, 
they said. The participants’ reception by the Episcopal congregation is perceived as 
unwelcoming and unfriendly. The members of the church turn their backs and will not 
look at Indians or talk to them. The women found church attendance uncomfortable 
because of a lack of support or welcome from the congregations. “People can tell if they 
are wanted or not wanted.” 
The other perception of the church is, “They do not want you but they want your 
money.” A sense of shame for Native Americans exists when lacking a monetary gift to 
give. “It is embarrassing if you do not put something in the collection plate.” Native 
Americans cannot meet the perceived expectations of the church.  
When one Native American woman was asked about other churches in Winner. 
She responded: 
Native Americans stay away from church because most of the churches 
are white, and it is hard going into a place that feels like you are the only 
Indian. Native Americans stick together and are reluctant to leave their 
friends. Besides, white people do not really want Native Americans in 
their churches. 
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Another woman noted that the Indian Gospel Mission is too strict; a person feels as if she 
or he is not good enough to go there. 
Fifty to sixty-nine year old men. The male participants in this age group share a 
degree of disaffectedness with the female participants. The reasons expressed are 
different. The Native American male participants focused on two areas of discontent. 
The primary reason given by the disaffected was the operation of the church. The 
Episcopal Church in Ideal is controlled from outside the local community. Those who 
attend the church are seen as “puppets” doing whatever the bishop or priest tells them. 
The church does not appear concerned for the local people. “It is an Indian church but it 
must be run by white people because they don’t care about anyone other than their own.” 
The men noted that the service is too long and the church does not use music. The 
church restricts the use of the parish hall, which is the only public building in the 
community. The church will not bury nonmembers in the cemetery. 
 The church is failing in its mission according to the interviewees. It is supposed to 
bring peace, but it is part of the division in the community. The community needs a holy 
person to come and mediate for the people. The church needs to provide “someone who 
can stop the feuds between the churches and between the families.” Instead of coming to 
heal, the church workers always take sides. 
The disaffected in the Winner Indian Housing Community view themselves as 
part of the Presbyterian Church at Bull Creek but do not attend because the participants 
have not found a church where they are comfortable. “There is not a church like Bull 
Creek.” 
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A need exists for an Indian church that is not as strict as the Indian Chapel or 
Pentecostal. White people dominate the Episcopal and Catholic churches; Indians are 
uncomfortable. A need exists for a community center. No churches are located within the 
Winner Indian Housing. 
Addiction. Three of the nine male participants interviewed mentioned alcohol as 
the main reason they do not participate in a local church. All three confess a belief in God 
and a relationship with the Savior. The participants are aware their behavior and beliefs 
are diametrically opposed. 
  The participants credit addiction with the lifestyle they live. “It keeps me poor.” 
“Drinking is ruining my life.” The participants identified a time when they did not drink 
and recognize the contrast. The lifestyle is one of partying, and people do not take care of 
their basic needs. They live for the addiction. “If you cannot wake up how are you 
supposed to go to church?” asked one participant. 
 The participants recognized the price they and their contemporaries pay for a 
lifestyle of addiction. One participant said he was “under house arrest.” When asked to 
elaborate, he said he jumped bail and now cannot leave Indian land or he will be arrested. 
All three participants mentioned how few friends they have left. Most contemporaries 
died from alcohol-related causes. “You don’t see many old Indians, do you? Drinking 
killed them, one way or another.” 
Forty to Forty-Nine-Year-Olds 
 The sixteen participants in their forties echo some of the same concerns and 
reasons as the fifty to fifty-nine-year-olds. Addiction is a problem, but for the forty to 
forty-nine year old participants it crosses gender lines. Alcohol affects the participants’ 
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lives as the drinker but also as the family member of a drinker. Alcohol affects the ability 
of the participants to hold jobs. The addiction of a spouse or a significant other is the 
reason why female participants are the primary “bread winners.” Families with addiction 
support not only the basic needs of the family but a large portion of the income is spent 
satisfying the addiction. 
 Experiences of abuse at sectarian boarding schools are a recurring theme common 
with the fifty to fifty-nine year old age group. Male participants mentioned the culture of 
boarding schools for the first time. The allegations go beyond cruelty and punishment on 
the part of nuns. For the first time, priests are accused of sexual abuse. The participants 
raising the theme of boarding school abuse and cruelty all identified themselves as 
Catholic.  
 Five of the eleven male participants identified themselves as part of Mniska 
Indian Church, Dakota Presbytery which was located in Bull Creek Township, but is no 
long an active worshipping congregation. The participants articulate a feeling of 
“lostness” and being uncomfortable in the Roman Catholic, Episcopal, or Pentecostal 
churches. The participants believe a church would make a difference in their lives; it 
would keep them from binge drinking and make them more responsible spouses and 
parents.  
Forty to forty-nine year old women. Three of the five female participants 
responding to the survey said the main reason they are not actively participating in a local 
church is economic. The participants are the main income generators for their families, 
and they work on Sundays. The jobs the participants hold are not high wage, and if they 
do not work, someone else will replace them. Their financial responsibilities are 
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multigenerational. The participants expressed that their income supports not only the 
immediate family but also their grandchildren. When the women have time off from 
work, family concerns and a house to maintain occupy them. They are comfortable in 
local churches and do not feel prejudice. Many colleagues and friends are Euro-
Americans. The female participants do not have time for church. 
Forty to forty-nine year-old men.  Five of the eleven male participants gave 
answers to the survey indicating racial identity is a major issue for not attending local 
churches. The responses varied from two participants who reject Christianity and practice 
Lakota religion to two participants who identified themselves as “born again Christians 
but do not want to lose their Indian ways.”  
 Native culture is evident in this group of participants. Seven of the eleven 
participants wear their hair long, and eight of the eleven wore some type of Native 
American symbol. The language of the group also expressed a strong identity with their 
ethnic background. These participants used phrases such as, “our people” and more 
overtly, spoke in an “us versus them” formula.   
The question of identity is important to the participants. Religious practice is one 
criterion this group questions when defining a Native American identity. Two 
participants believe a Native American cannot be a Christian. “If you are an Indian then 
be an Indian; don’t worship a white man’s God.” “Church is for Apples, red on the 
outside but white on the inside.” Other participants wrestle with the synthesis of Native 
culture and Christianity. A personal relationship with Jesus is important to the 
participants, but it is not clear to them how that relationship is lived in the Native culture. 
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“I want to be a Christian and an Indian.” Another expressed uncertainty that he could be a 
Catholic and an Indian.  
One participant questions the whole of his identity and believes he does not 
belong anywhere. “I am a breed, half white and half Indian. Indians think I’m white and 
to whites I’m Indian. So, I party. It don’t matter what color you are. If you’re buying, 
then everyone is your friend,” said the participant. 
Three participants identified jealousy and fighting within the churches and 
community as a reason they do not attend. In the Ideal Community, a long-standing feud 
exists between two families. The conflict rekindled when a man from one family “stole” 
the wife of a man from the other family. If one attends church, the other will not. If the 
participants attend church, then the non-church family will not associate with them. The 
family that attends associates with the people of the community anyway. 
The Episcopal Church and the Pentecostal church are in conflict. The 
Episcopalians question the legitimacy of the Pentecostals: “How did Gabe [Medicine 
Eagle] get to be a priest?” The Pentecostals claim the Episcopalians have the form but not 
substance of faith. The fighting “turned off” a number of the participants.  
One participant says he keeps to himself and does not interact even with the 
Native American community because they are always fighting. “I have enough trouble 
without adding church to my life.” 
Thirty to Thirty-Nine-Year-Olds 
 Peer pressure is a major reason offered by the thirty-year-old age group for not 
participating in a local church. Seven of the twenty participants in the age group 
mentioned this factor as the main reason they do not attend. The participants’ views of 
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the church are positive. The participants did not think the people attending were 
judgmental. The churches experienced by the participants tended to be one of the Native 
American churches (e.g., Indian Mission, Ideal Episcopal, or Pentecostal church).  
The pressure not to go to church comes from the participants’ peer group. “If you 
go to church, then your friends abandon you and will not associate with you.” Within the 
Native American community, there is a culture of “partying.” The common activity of 
this culture is alcohol and drugs. Seven participants speak of being ridiculed for attending 
church and were called hypocrites by their friends. The threat is if the participants attend 
church, they must leave the group and join the church people. Seven participants attest to 
few thirty to thirty-nine-year-olds in the churches.   
Thirty to thirty-nine year old women. The female participants in this age 
classification share with the forty to forty-nine year old women the sense of family 
commitments and economic pressures. Four of the ten participants mentioned work and 
family obligations as the reason they do not attend. The participants in this age group like 
the preceding age classification spoke of multigenerational responsibilities including 
aging parents and grandchildren.  
 The participants are single parents or, in two cases, have spouses in prison. Three 
participants mentioned difficulty in taking children to church. They expressed a sense of 
embarrassment when children misbehaved and felt shame for not knowing how to control 
them. 
Another reason given for not attending church is that the services do not meet the 
participants’ needs. The participants found worship in the Episcopal Church uninspiring 
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and the service at the Pentecostal church, though good in music, too wild. “I did not get 
enough out of church to try again.” “Church is out of touch.” 
Thirty to thirty-nine year old men. Racial identity is a major factor for the male 
participants in this age group. These participants echo the sentiments of the forty to forty-
nine year old men. The objections to Christianity are stronger in this age group or at least 
more vocalized. They blamed the church, in general, and the Roman Catholic Church, in 
particular, for the loss of Native American culture. “All the church does is steals the 
people’s culture. They stole our language and ceremonies, and we are working hard to get 
it back. The Catholics take but it does not give. It is the worst thing that happened to 
Indian people.” 
 One participant stated that the Catholic Church forced people to become 
Christians. In sectarian schools, the Lakota could not practice Native ways or speak 
Lakota. “Lakota religion has many things that are more Christian than what the Catholic 
Church practices. The church took all the good things from us and left us with nothing 
but the bad. All the Lakota have are drugs and alcohol.” “We cannot roam, they try to 
keep us penned up, it makes our feet burn,” said a participant. 
 The participants who identify themselves as “traditional” participate in the Sun 
Dance and the Sweat Lodge. The participants can replicate ceremonies, but lament the 
loss of language and identity.  
Disillusionment. Personal identity issues exist for thirty to thirty-nine year old 
men. Two participants mentioned having a sense of not knowing who they are culturally. 
Euro-American foster parents raised the participants. The participants reported that their 
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foster parents had not harshly judged their Native American birth parents. The birth 
parents were addicts and abusive. “How can you not feel bad about that?” 
One participant said when he was young he liked church: “The pastors seemed 
godly and really cared about you. Today the religious leaders are only concerned for 
themselves. It is all a status thing for them. They do not care about anybody but 
themselves.” Another participant said he does not attend because the church is filled with 
hypocrites. He does not see people in churches acting any different from anybody else. 
“If that is all the good church does anybody, why would I want to go?” he asked.   
Twenty to  Twenty-Nine-Year-Olds 
The twenty to twenty-nine year olds are the first age group where a female 
participant identified herself as an adherent of Lakota religion. The male participants who 
identified themselves as adherents of Lakota religion were not as adamant, though they 
stated that Native ways were for Native Americans and Christianity was for Euro-
Americans. 
The participants of this group spoke of the same peer pressure in the party culture. 
The participants report that they enjoy the party culture. A number of participants say the 
best of all worlds is not going to church because, “If you do not go to church, you get 
along with everybody. The church people will still associate with you if you do not go. If 
you go to church, the non-church people will not associate with you and the people from 
the other church will not associate with you.” The choice not to go to church seems 
obvious to another participant. He “would rather be with his friends.”  
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This group is more apt to go to church at certain times. The participants say they 
go to honor a grandparent, but they do not go on their own. The church is not part of their 
world. 
Teenagers: Ten to Nineteen-Year-Olds 
The teenage group interviewed, like the seventy to ninety-nine-year-olds, was the 
most homogenous in their responses to the questions about church attendance. Of twenty-
four participants, one female participant identified herself as a “traditionalist.” This age 
group does not give active church participation much of a thought. It is not part of their 
world. Most have not been to church, and those who have attended did not find a peer 
group present. They did not express the peer pressure of the previous groups, nor did they 
express negative feelings about the church. Gender was not an issue in the answers given 
by this age group.   
Among teenagers an alternate culture is identified. Gang membership is reported. 
The need of acceptance by one’s peers is a high priority among Native American 
teenagers. Doing what is right is less important than doing what the peer group values 
whether it is right or wrong. Gang involvement provides peer support and financial 
resources for Native American youth. The gang also provides a measure of protection. 
Native American youth accept a higher degree of violence as normal than I have seen in 
the Euro-American community. Gang involvement in Winner, South Dakota, begins in 
the third and fourth grade according to the children interviewed in this survey.  
Conclusions 
 The results of the survey expose certain themes. These themes are grouped in two 
categories: themes that are age specific and themes that are more general in nature. 
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Chapter 5 addresses these major themes and gives suggestions for how Winner United 
Methodist Church may overcome the expressed barriers and incorporate Native 
Americans into the body of Christ. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of the study was to discover the self-expressed barriers to Native 
Americans’ participation in local churches. Identifying barriers is the first step in 
overcoming barriers. In understanding the barriers, Winner United Methodist Church 
may begin implementing programs allowing active participation of Native Americans in 
the church’s life. The intended outcome of this study is an active participation in the life 
of the church, which results in a growing faith in Jesus Christ. The most effective model 
for integrating Native Americans into the life of the church is yet to be determined. 
Working from an assimilationist or contextualist approach will be determined in 
consultation with the Native American community and Winner United Methodist Church. 
The survey conducted during the month of June and the first week in July 2005 
engaged ninety-seven Native American households in Tripp County, South Dakota.  
Individuals who actively responded to the survey were 103 with approximately four 
hundred people present during the surveys. From the responses of these households, the 
following conclusions were drawn. 
 The issues expressed by Native Americans in the survey are analyzed according 
to specific age or topic. The major findings of the survey follow. The implications for 
how Winner United Methodist Church might engage these issues are also discussed. 
Elderly 
The issues facing Native American elderly are similar to the issues facing the 
elderly members of Winner United Methodist Church. Other issues are superseded by the 
issue of declining health and mobility. Being old or chronically ill can be isolating. 
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Winner United Methodist Church has an effective outreach program to its chronically ill 
and aged members. Through a weekly visit and providing an audiotape and recorder, the 
shut-in members and friends of the church are kept informed. Lay volunteers administrate 
this program. Because of the relatively few people who are elderly in the Native 
American community, taking a tape to them would not create an unnecessary burden on 
the current staff of volunteers.  
Winner United Methodist Church’s efforts to reach and honor the elders of the 
Native American community would be viewed positively by that community. A genuine 
appreciation for elders in the Native American community and programs directed toward 
the improvement of elderly persons’ daily lives meets with appreciation and approval of 
the Native American community. A willingness on the part of Winner United Methodist 
Church to visit shut-ins and those convalescing in the local hospital would show the heart 
of Christ to those associated with the Native American elderly. 
Time spent with the elders of the Native American community gives the people of 
Winner United Methodist Church the opportunity to learn the history and gain a sense of 
present feelings within the Native American community. Listening to the Native 
American elders’ stories and conversations concerning their early church experience 
allows them the opportunity to express their feelings about this lost element of their lives. 
The women interviewed who are the elders can give special insight to the church because 
of the bicultural nature of their lives. They are bridge people with insights into both 
cultures. If Winner United Methodist Church is open to their insights, both positive and 
negative, then the church can adapt its message to a cultural form acceptable to some of 
the Native American community.  
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Prejudice 
In order to reach the Native American community for Jesus Christ, the Winner 
United Methodist Church will have to confront the issue of prejudice. The issue of 
prejudice, both real and perceived, is a major factor in the cultural dynamics between the 
Native American community and the church.   
When confronting prejudice, the Winner Church needs to lay aside the impulse to 
justify personal feelings and accept the perception of the Native American community 
toward the church. Winner United Methodist Church will need a clear sense of personal 
and corporate responsibility. The personal issues owned by the church are the feelings 
and perceptions members of the church currently hold or believe. Such an attitude may 
make Native Americans feel unwelcome. A sense of corporate responsibility involves 
acknowledging the past hurts caused by the universal Church and may or may not 
personally involve Winner United Methodist Church.  
The issue of corporate guilt and responsibility is crucial when reaching the Native 
American community. By acknowledging corporate responsibility for the way Native 
Americans have been treated by the Catholic church, Winner United Methodist Church 
can then confess the corporate sin and ask forgiveness. This confession and owning of 
corporate sin is difficult. A comprehensible response by the Winner United Methodist 
Church is that they are not the ones who hurt the Native American community. Winner 
United Methodist Church did not operate the boarding schools, nor did a United 
Methodist pastor abuse Native American children and youth. Though the Winner Church 
may draw clear lines of demarcation, the Native American community does not 
necessarily do the same. 
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The responsibility for building bridges across the gulf of prejudice lies with the 
Church and not the Native American community. Owning and acknowledging the abuse 
and prejudice of the universal church or specifically the Roman Catholic and Episcopal 
churches concerning the loss of language and culture at boarding schools and the physical 
and emotional abuse experienced in the person’s youth or childhood,  will show a sincere 
regard for the suffering of the Native American community. This acknowledgement 
makes possible a reconnection for those who are disaffected or disillusioned but view 
themselves as Christians. A public declaration and a formal apology made by the Winner 
Church is a first step toward reconciliation.  
In order to bridge the gap of prejudice, the members of Winner United Methodist 
Church involved in ministry with Native Americans will need empathy training. 
Individuals need the tools and skills to hear and acknowledge another person’s pain and 
suffering in a redemptive way. When a Native American individual believes their hurt 
has been heard and true sympathy given, the perception that Euro-Americans do not care 
will dissipate. 
Cultural Sensitivity 
Becoming culturally sensitive is to acknowledge the worth of another culture. It 
means for the Winner United Methodist Church an acceptance of what the Native 
American community would describe as “the Indian way.” An acknowledgement on the 
part of the church of another way of viewing reality will transport the church beyond the 
issues of prejudice. The Winner United Methodist Church becomes dependent on the 
Native American community to define daily reality within the Native American 
community. Cultural sensitivity can be as easy as “asking” how something should be 
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done rather than “telling” how something should be done. By becoming culturally 
sensitive, the Winner United Methodist Church can draw on the gifts of leadership 
already existing within the Native American community.  
Developing cultural sensitivity will allow Winner United Methodist Church the 
opportunity to work with Native American leaders and elders to reestablish the church as 
a healing agent in the community. The respect for the institutional church as a place 
providing help in times of need already exists. By collaborating with the elders of the 
Native American community and by placing leadership decisions in the hands of those 
elders, the work done will not be controlled from outside the community and an 
understanding of fiscal stewardship could be fostered in the Native American leaders. 
The greatest difficulty for Winner United Methodist Church in developing 
cultural sensitivity will be reserving judgment on how things should be done. Members of 
the Church do not view the means of accomplishing an end as being cultural; they view 
the means of accomplishing an end as being effective or being productive. Becoming 
sensitive to the fact that process is as important as results is a difficult concept for Euro- 
Americans. Acknowledging process as the substance of honor and relationships will 
make the change from valuing results to valuing process easier for the church. 
Another difficulty facing Winner United Methodist Church as it becomes 
culturally sensitive is the fact that Native American culture is in flux. Native Americans 
in the Winner area have diverse views of what it is and what it means to be Indian. 
Acknowledging the diversity within the Native American community allows Winner 
United Methodist Church an opportunity to reflect. Coming alongside a group who is in 
process of defining their own culture takes patience and sensitivity. The church can 
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actively participate by showing congruence between Jesus Christ and Native culture. A 
person can be Native American and Christian, too.  
Though the Euro-American and Native American communities live side by side 
and literally sometimes next door, the Winner United Methodist Church is unaware of the 
depth of poverty within the Native American community. Racial identity is the easiest 
way of identifying the Native American community, but poverty and addiction may play 
a more defining role in cultural dynamics. To become culturally sensitive to the Native 
American community, Winner United Methodist Church must become sensitive to 
poverty and addiction.  
The poverty within the Native American community is shackling. A perception of 
limited good, of momentary escape and lack of long-range planning are evident in the 
Native American community. These three issues are overwhelming for an outsider when 
peering into the Native American community. Poor choices and addiction are not excuses 
for poverty but do explain the difficulty persons face when trying to break the cycle of 
poverty. Winner United Methodist Church must draw on the resources of character and 
patience because breaking the cycle of poverty is long and arduous.  
Becoming sensitive to the culture of addiction is equally difficult. The world of an 
addict is surreal. Poor choices and arrested moral development become the norm. The 
complications of an individual addict are compounded when applied to the Native 
American community which has a 180 year old history of profound addiction. A problem 
of this length and magnitude will not change overnight. Breaking the culture of addiction 
will mean coming alongside Native Americans as they move into a world they have not 
seen. Winner United Methodist Church must be sensitive to this change.  
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Children and Youth 
The Native American children and youth interviewed have little background or 
experience with church. They are not emotionally connected; those who do have feelings 
express a sense of unconcern. The church is outside the world of most of the teenagers 
interviewed. Because the church plays so little role in Native American teenagers’ daily 
lives, they do not possess an overly negative image associated with the church. If Winner 
United Methodist Church can show itself relevant in the lives of Native American youth, 
then the church will have the opportunity of sharing Christ in a voice that youth can 
receive.  
 The children from the Native American and Euro-American cultures are 
integrated in Winner because of the school system and summer recreation activities. The 
existing social activities are a good place for Winner United Methodist Church to begin. 
Invitations to church-sponsored activities given by the children of the church with the 
addition of provided transportation will bring Native American children in contact with  
the church. A church-sponsored sports team specifically involving Native American 
children and youth will strengthen existing ties and create new opportunities for 
integration. 
The use of sports may also be a way of creating a ceremony whose purpose is 
guiding young people through the cycle of life. Crozier-Hogle and Wilson state the 
traditional ceremonies engaged people at each point in the life cycle (34-35). In Winner 
today, the modern ceremony is basketball, especially concerning Native American youth. 
The integration of the holy into the sport and giving the Native American youth the 
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opportunity to play for a purpose greater than recreation may be a natural door to faith 
sharing.    
Winner United Methodist Church could reintroduce a number of Native American 
ceremonies pertaining to the passage from childhood to young adulthood. In these 
ceremonies, the church, by emphasizing the elements celebrating imago Dei, can develop 
meaningful moments of faith for all youth and children participating in the ceremonies. 
 The continued sponsoring of “Trunk or Treat,” a church-sponsored safe trick or 
treating program every Halloween brings a large number of Native American children 
through the doors of Winner United Methodist church. The Trunk or Treat program 
provides an identification point for the church as it begins reaching into the Native 
American community. Because the program is well received, as Winner United 
Methodist Church enacts intentional programs in the Native American community 
members can introduce themselves as the church that sponsors the Trunk or Treat 
program. 
Finally, among the Native American children and youth, the creation of a safe 
zone or location would be positively received. Because of the degree of violence and 
poverty within the Native American community, having a place to go that is safe and 
where a meal is given would meet some of the basic needs of the children and youth. 
Identity 
 Corporate identity is an important issue in the Native American community. A 
sense of belonging seems more important in the Native American community than in the 
Euro-American community. The influence of peers on personal behavior is a deciding 
force well into a person’s thirties and maybe beyond the thirties. Considering the total 
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reported Native American population of Ideal and Lamro Townships and the city of 
Winner is 672 (United States Census 2000) and I estimate having seen around four 
hundred people during the interview process, there is a fair chance that the people 
describing peer pressure as a reason for not attending church were probably talking about 
the same people I interviewed. For a church to reach the Native American population of 
the Winner area effectively, the church must find a way to reach the Native Americans as 
a group as well as individuals. 
An entry point for Winner United Methodist Church may come through the 
ministry at the Tripp County jail. Because of the nature of incarceration and the 
incentives given by the South Dakota and Federal Court systems, small group formation 
around alcohol and drug treatment programs are natural. If the church is actively involved 
in supporting these treatment groups and augments them with the gospel, there is a 
greater possibility of continuing the group support after incarceration. Breaking addiction 
as a group will help Native American men to break their addictions as individuals. The 
development and implementation of Drug Court in Tripp County should make the 
creation of treatment groups easier than in the past.  
Ministry of Presence 
For the Winner United Methodist Church to have an effective Native American 
ministry, the church must develop a presence in the Native American community. No 
group will be successful as long as that group is seen as an outsider. Supplying resources 
to an existing group or establishing a physical presence of their own is imperative. The 
fact that there is no physical church presence in the Winner Indian Housing community in 
Lamro Township is significant. Though two Native American churches are located in 
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Ideal Township and the Indian Mission is located in the city of Winner, another 
worshipping community is needed. The three existing churches serving the Native 
American community are, by their nature, somewhat exclusive. The Episcopal Church in 
Ideal is sectarian; the Pentecostal church in Ideal emphasizes one particular experience 
and the Indian Mission is a strict holiness/fundamentalist congregation. 
A ministry of presence may be the first step in the development of contextual 
component to the ministry of Winner United Methodist Church. Openness to indigenous 
expression of the Christian faith may best be served by a facility located in Winner Indian 
Housing. As Appleby suggests, this may be the preferred model of development in 
meeting the specific spiritual and ethnic needs of an ethnic church. 
Whether establishing a unique physical presence or collaborating with an existing 
group, the ministry of presence of Winner United Methodist Church must be laity driven. 
United Methodist clergy are transitory by nature of the itinerant system dictated by the 
polity and rule of the United Methodist denomination. Effectively breaching the barriers 
in the Native American community will take a long-term commitment on the part of 
Winner United Methodist Church. The long-term commitment is greater than any one 
pastor’s appointment time.  
A laity-driven ministry of presence within the Native American community has a 
vested interest for the Euro-American community as well. The people who call Lamro 
and Ideal townships and the city of Winner home are the people most affected by the 
ongoing intercommunity dynamics. People whose length of stay is transitory may feel 
and even understand the need but are less likely to invest their time and effort to resolve 
community prejudice and conflict.  
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A ministry of presence opens the doors to significant support for Native American 
women. The number of women interviewed who identified financial needs in supporting 
their families and extended families is significant. Providing support through child care 
and a local gathering place would meet an immediate need for these women. A physical 
presence in Native American housing would provide the location for alternative worship 
times and social gatherings. Providing physical space would ease much of the work 
Native American women expend in the significant ceremonies of the Native American 
culture. Providing a kitchen with a dependable power supply located near Native 
American homes would make preparation for and service during wakes and give-a-ways 
much easier. Eliminating the need for transportation to and from an outside location 
would ensure a good degree of participation.  
With a physical presence, Winner United Methodist Church could also provide a 
daily meal. Besides meeting nutritional needs, a daily meal provides a place to gather and 
socialize away from other gatherings, which center around alcohol and drugs. The 
preparation of meals and maintaining a facility would give Winner United Methodist 
Church and the Native American community opportunities to work together. Native 
Americans can be mentored in leadership, and United Methodist church members can be 
mentored in cultural sensitivity. Common work around a common goal creates a common 
community.  
Establishing a ministry of presence creates double the opportunities for integrated 
worship. Very likely, the socioeconomic differences mentioned by Native Americans in 
the survey will continue to exist. These differences are a powerful barrier to a totally 
integrated worship experience. By having a location to worship within the Native 
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American community, Euro-American people will have the opportunity to worship 
alongside Native Americans in the Native American community. By providing worship 
within the Native American community, Native American children’s behavior will be 
less stressful to their mothers or guardians. Providing childcare during worship will 
eliminate some discomfort and may provide an opportunity for service among Native 
Americans. I hope that an integrated worship within the Native American community 
will break down some of the barriers so that the worship at the Winner United Methodist 
Church building will also become more integrated. 
The integration of the family of God whether through assimilation or 
contextualization gives greater expression to the fullness of imago Dei. God celebrates 
the fullness of culture in the creation of humanity. Acknowledging the gift of community 
in its diversity of cultures helps the church see the value of humankind. The willingness 
of the Winner Church in sharing its resources is a means of affirming imago Dei in the 
Native American community and the means by which the salvific work of Jesus Christ is 
brought to bear in the Native American context. 
Limitations 
This study could have been strengthened by increasing the number of households 
visited and by a follow-up visit to the residents who did not initially respond. The study 
could further be strengthened by increasing the hours in which surveys were done. No 
morning visits were attempted. In addition, interviews could have been attempted outside 
the six-week period of June and July 2005.  
The study could have been strengthened by engaging more individuals within the 
households surveyed. Because of cultural issues and a lack of experience on my part as 
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interviewer, I was reluctant to address Native American women when their body 
language indicated an unwillingness to be involved. 
The Native American community in Winner Indian Housing, Lamro Township, 
Ideal Indian Housing, Ideal Township, and within the city limits of Winner, South 
Dakota, varies in the responses to the survey according to age and geographic location. 
Though a continuum of responses exists across the age groups and transcends geographic 
lines, specific and unique issues affecting individuals directly related to the communities 
in which they dwell also exist. The Native American community is at least as diverse as 
the Euro-American community. 
Further Study 
 Any cross-cultural ministry, whether among Native Americans and Euro-
Americans or any other culture, is a work in progress. Cultures are living and dynamic 
organisms. Cultures are continually adapting as members of their culture confront their 
worlds. A further study of Native American culture and its development is imperative. 
Keeping abreast of Native American thought concerning identity is crucial. Further 
studies in addiction and poverty and how these two issues affect both Native and Euro-
American cultures is important. Further study of the pressures facing rural America and 
the family farm will be important in understanding how the Euro-American culture in 
Winner, South Dakota thinks and adapts.  
 Further study is necessary in the area of prison ministry and group dynamics. 
Understanding what happens to the individual who is incarcerated and how that person 
responds to the gospel will strengthen the Winner United Methodist Church’s 
effectiveness in dealing with Native American prisoners and their families. 
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 More research is needed in order to understand, empower, and employ lay 
ministry within Winner United Methodist Church. The success of effective cross-cultural 
ministry hinges on lay leadership and empowerment. Developing a long-term 
commitment to crossing the cultural line into the Native American community will 
become a defining part of who Winner United Methodist Church is.  
Additional study into the judicatory process of the United Methodist Church is 
needed. Discussions of how and why a long-term pastorate might be established in 
Winner, South Dakota, and yet fit into the itinerate nature of the United Methodist 
Church’s polity is also needed. Finding the right pastoral leadership, even if it means 
crossing conference bounds, will be important in this ministry.  
Recommendations 
I recommend further consideration of the engagement theories of Miller and 
Appleby as discussed in Chapter 2. To assimilate Native American and Euro-American 
cultures may be too difficult for Winner United Methodist Church and the Native 
American community, but contextualizing the outreach and willingly allowing that 
outreach to operate under its own leadership could be an effective means of reaching into 
the Native American community with the good news of Jesus Christ. The creation of a 
separate facility does not preclude the possibility for assimilation of the cultures in the 
existing facility and congregation of Winner United Methodist Church. Reaching the 
Native American community may involve both models. 
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